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Executive Summary 

This project studies methods to control both vehicle and traffic under limited penetration of low-level 
connected and autonomous vehicles (LCAVs). The investigation includes three major parts: i) the Eco-
Driving algorithm for a single CAV with low-level automation; ii) the vehicle in the loop (VIL) simulation 
platform; and iii) the integrated vehicle/traffic control algorithm tested under the VIL. 

A hybrid deep Q-learning and policy gradient (HDQPG) based Eco-Driving algorithm is first developed for 
a single CAV driving along signalized corridors with low-level automation to learn and control both the 
longitudinal operations and the lane-changing decisions of the LCAV. We design specific states, actions, 
and reward functions for the decisions and develop a “checking-feedback-learning” (CFL) framework to 
ensure driving safety and decision consistency by encouraging the RL algorithms to learn safe driving 
behaviors and consistent decisions. Numerical results show that HDQPG outperforms existing RL-based 
Eco-Driving methods and could learn basic fuel-saving strategies that have been proven to be fuel-
efficient by model-based methods in the literature, and could also deal with unusual driving conditions.  

Second, a vehicle in the loop (VIL) platform is developed to reduce the costs of testing algorithms in real-
world. Four key components of VIL are developed or integrated: the microscopic traffic simulation entity 
(SUMO is used in this project) to simulate the traffic flows and signals, the vehicle simulation/ 
visualization entity (Unity is used in this project) to simulate vehicle-level dynamics and provide detailed 
vehicle information and onboard sensor data, a real-world fully controlled autonomous car (an AWS 
DeepRacer car is used in this project) to receive and conduct the commands generated by the tested 
algorithms, and the control center that coordinates/communicates with the other three components.  

Third, a dynamic HCM method is designed to control signals under the environment of LCAVs. The 
method first estimates the CAV penetration and calculates the total traffic volume based on the 
estimated CAV penetration and the CAV volume. Given the volume data, the method calculates the 
signal phases/timings based on the HCM method, which can be used for the next forward time horizon. 
We combine this dynamic HCM method with the Eco-Driving algorithm mentioned as a vehicle-traffic 
integrated control method, and test it on the VIL platform. The results show that the integrated method 
could reduce fuel consumption of the controlled vehicle and reduce delays of all vehicles of the corridor. 

Future research is recommended to expand and enhance the eco-driving algorithm to multi-agent eco-
driving method to simultaneously control multiple CAVs, and to communicate/coordinate with traffic 
signal control directly to develop a fully integrative vehicle-traffic control framework.   
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Section 1: Introduction 

Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs) are believed to have great promises for urban traffic 
control(1)-(3). Usually, connected vehicles (CVs) refer to vehicles that can communicate with other 
vehicles (vehicle-to-vehicle, V2V), infrastructure (vehicle-to-infrastructure, V2I), and other traffic 
participants such as pedestrians and bicyclists (V2X). Fully automated vehicles refer to "the vehicle can 
do all the driving in all circumstances. The human occupants are just passengers and need never be 
involved in driving" (4). The U.S. Department of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) defined five levels of automated driving, from driving assistance (Level 1) to 
fully automated vehicles (Level 5). 

Much research has been conducted in the past decade for urban traffic control (UTC) with CAVs, while 
the primary focus has been on fully automated vehicles and 100% penetration of connectivity and 
automation (hereafter referred to as fully connected and automated vehicles (FCAVs)). However, it is 
becoming increasingly clear that it may take a relatively long time for us to reach a high penetration of 
vehicle connectivity and for full vehicle automation to become mature. In the near future, we will have 
to deal with a relatively low penetration of CAVs and limited level of vehicle automation (e.g., Level 2 or 
Level 3), hereafter referred to as “limited CAVs” (LCAVs) in this research.  

The research team has worked on developing integrative vehicle-traffic control (IVTC) methods under 
FCAVs and connected vehicles (CVs) with full or limited penetration for the last decade(5)-(9). The 
developed methods however have only been tested in traffic simulation. This research aims to extend 
the CAV-based traffic signal/vehicle control methods the PIs have developed in the past (many were 
supported by C2SMART) and test them in a vehicle in the loop (VIL) simulation environment to better 
understand and quantify the benefits of CAV-based control.  

The team has collaborated with the EcoCar3 team at the University of Washington 
(http://ecocar3.org/washington/about-us/), and through that venue to work with a number of industry 
partners and agency partners, to refine/redevelop the previous methods and conduct VIL testing of 
vehicle-traffic control with LCAVs. The team also worked with the EcoCar3 VIP program at UW to involve 
students from different levels (Ph.D., graduate and undergraduate students) and backgrounds 
(especially those from underrepresented groups) to participate in this multidisciplinary and cutting edge 
research project. 
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Section 2: Reinforcement Leaning Based Eco-Driving 

Subsection 2.1 2.1 Methods introduction 

Improving the fuel efficiency of road vehicles has become a critical issue of the modern society since the 
transportation sector consumes about two thirds of the petroleum-based energy which has caused 
severe energy shortage and environmental problems(10)(11). There are generally two types of approaches 
to reduce the fuel consumption of vehicles on roadways: 1) Develop more fuel-efficient vehicle 
technologies such as lightweight, hybridization, advanced fuel-saving engines; and 2) Apply Eco-Driving 
strategies (and other traffic/transportation management strategies) so that vehicles can be driven at 
economic speed and making use of the kinetic energy(12). The former has been the focus of fuel-saving 
technologies for many years and now requires major breakthroughs in new material/mechanical/energy 
sciences for further improvements, which can be time and capital consuming. Recently, Eco-Driving has 
received increasing attention due to its high fuel-saving potentials by only relying on existing vehicular 
technologies. 

Traditionally, Eco-Driving was implemented by driver education programs(13)(14), where drivers were 
taught about how to apply fuel-saving operations in their daily driving tasks. It was found that fuel 
consumption can be reduced right after the education program, which however may return back to 
normal in the long term due to human complacency and behavioral regression(15). In the last decades, 
the connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) have been rising, making it possible to operate Eco-
Driving strategies automatically. CAVs can communicate with other vehicles (V2V), roadside 
infrastructure (V2I), other road users such as pedestrians and bicyclists (V2X), and remote servers, which 
can provide the information of surrounding vehicles, high-resolution maps, traffic signals, etc. Such 
information can be processed by vehicle control algorithms to generate Eco-Driving strategies, which 
can then be operated by the actuators (i.e., the automation feature of CAVs). The U.S. Department of 
Transportation’s National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) defined five levels of 
automated driving, from driving assistance (Level 1) to fully automated vehicles (Level 5)(4). While low-
level vehicle automation (e.g., Level 1 and Level 2) is maturing and increasingly deployed in vehicles, it is 
generally agreed now that it may take a relatively long time (10-20 years or more) for high level vehicle 
automation (e.g. Level 4 or Level 5) to become available and widely deployed in the vehicle fleet. The 
Eco-Driving methods presented in this paper can apply to low level (e.g., Level 2) automated vehicles, 
i.e. vehicles equipped with advanced driver assistant systems (ADAS) can control the lateral (i.e., lane-
changing) and longitudinal (i.e. acceleration and deceleration) dynamics. Such requirements of low-level 
automation make the proposed method practical in the near future. 

CAV-based Eco-Driving techniques have usually been studied by model-based methods. In the literature, 
the Eco-Driving problem was often formulated as an optimal control problem (OCP) where fuel 
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consumption and travel time were considered as the objective, and vehicle dynamics/signal plans/safety 
considerations were modeled as the constraints. Various solution methods such as dynamic 
programming (DP) and pseudo-spectral methods have been proposed to solve those OCPs. For 
examples, for vehicles equipped with continuous variable transmission (CVT), Li and Peng (2012)(16) 
solved the fuel-minimizing problem under the car-following scenario by Gauss pseudo-spectral method 
and found that the "pulse and glide"(PnG) operations performed the best. Later, researchers from the 
same group proposed servo-loop PnG controllers for CVT vehicles(17) and step-gear vehicles (18), which 
showed great improvement of fuel-saving performance. Hellström et al. (2009)(19) developed a DP-based 
look-ahead control method for heavy trucks, which could make use of the road slope database and GPS 
information to generate fuel-efficient speeds. For urban scenarios that consist of signalized 
intersections, the OCPs become more complex due to the additional constraints introduced by signals. 
Rakha and Kamalanathsharma (2011)(20) proposed a rule-based Eco-Driving model for a single vehicle 
driving across signalized intersections assuming no surrounding vehicles. The proposed rules specified 
that: 1) If the current signal phase is green and the ego vehicle (i.e., the studied vehicle) can accelerate 
to pass the intersection before the end of the green phase, it will accelerate to certain speed calculated 
by the kinetic equation; 2) If the ego vehicle has to decelerate to wait during the red phase, the speed 
profile of that deceleration process is optimized based on a VT-Micro emissions model. Xia, 
Boriboonsomsin, and Barth (2013)(21) also developed a logic-based dynamic Eco-Driving speed planning 
methodology for ego vehicles driving along corridors with multiple lanes. This method dynamically 
generated acceleration and deceleration profiles with trigonometric increments to ensure smooth 
trajectories. Based on simulation studies on multi-lane corridors with different penetration rates and 
traffic volumes, the method was shown to be effective for fuel savings. 

Readers can refer to Huang et al. (2018)(22) for more detailed reviews on model-based Eco-Driving 
methods. In summary, model-based Eco-Driving methods need to simplify the dynamics of the 
environment and usually can only deal with one specific driving scenario (e.g., car-following, intersection 
passing, etc.). The models will become very complex if the driving scenario gets complex, making it hard 
to be numerically solved. Current model-based methods usually adopt rule-based schemes to 
decompose the overall problem into sub-problems which can be solved individually. As a result, the 
accuracy and generalization ability of these methods need further improvements. 

Recently, learning-based, especially reinforcement learning (RL) based Eco-Driving methods have been 
receiving increasing attention due to its capability to overcome the above disadvantages. RL is an agent-
oriented machine learning scheme based on the Markov decision process (MDP), where an agent learns 
to generate optimal actions to maximize the cumulative rewards based on repeated interactions with 
the environments(23). The agent observes current state and reward from the environment, and selects 
actions based on the principle of maximizing the long-term cumulative reward. The environment 
receives and conducts the action, and generates new states and rewards, which will be feedback to the 
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agent. The action sequence under a series of states is the policy of the agent. In terms of improving the 
fuel efficiency, RL has been applied mainly in two fields: energy management system (EMS) and general 
Eco-Driving (GED), which are summarized in Table 1. Note that the value-based RL methods refer to 
those that learn the value functions of either states or actions based on temporal difference learning, 
and policy-based RL methods directly learn or approximate the optimal policy. 

 

 Papers Vehicle Type Driving Scenario RL Algorithm Action 

  ICV HV CF SU ST VB PB HB LO LA IN CO DI 

EMS 

Qi et al. 
[17] ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ √ 

Qi et al. 
[18] ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ √ 

Qi et al. 
[19] ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ √ 

Hu et al. 
[20] ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ √ 

GED 

Shi et al. 
[21] √ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ 

Gamage 
and Lee 

[22] 
√ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ 

Gamage 
and Lee 

[23] 
√ ∼ √ √ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ ∼ √ 

Qu et al. 
[24] ∼ √ √ √ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ √ ∼ ∼ √ ∼ 

Hao et 
al. [25] ∼ √ ∼ √ √ √ ∼ ∼ √ √ ∼ ∼ √ 

Proposed 
Method √ ∼ ∼ √ √ ∼ ∼ √ √ √ ∼ √ √ 
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ICV – Internal combustion vehicles;   HV – hybrid vehicles;  CF – car-following; SU – signalized urban;  ST 
– surrounding traffic; VB – value based; PB – policy-based; HB – hybrid; LO – longitudinal;  LA – lateral; 
IN – internal actions CO – continuous; DI – discrete             

Table 1 : Summary of current RL-based energy efficient studies 

EMS is mainly designed for hybrid electrical vehicles (HEVs) or plugin hybrid electrical vehicles (PHEVs), 
which can be considered as an "internal" case of Eco-Driving. For examples, Qi et al. (2016)(24) proposed 
a tabular Q-learning based EMS for PHEVs to optimize the power-split control in real time. The speed of 
the ego vehicle, the road grade, percentage of remaining time to destination, the battery pack’s state-
of-charge, and the available charging gain of the upcoming charging station were used as the states. The 
discredited ICE power supply level was defined as the action. The reward function was designed to 
minimize the fuel cost while satisfying the power demand requirement. The numerical experiment with 
data synthesized from real-world traffic measurements showed that the proposed EMS algorithm could 
improve the fuel performance up to 12%. Researchers from the same group further modified this 
framework by adding a deep Q network (DQN) to better approximate the Q value(25)(26). Hu et al. 
(2018)(27) developed a deep Q-learning based EMS for hybrid electrical vehicles (HEVs). They used the 
total required torque and the battery state-of-charge (SOC) as the state and discretized the output 
torque from the ICE as the action. Numerical experiments based on MATLAB and advanced vehicle 
simulation (ADVISOR) co-simulation showed that the proposed EMS could outperform the rule-based 
EMS in terms of fuel economy. 

EMS focuses on optimizing the internal energy flow of hybrid vehicles (HVs). The state is usually defined 
from the dynamics of the ego vehicle. GED, on the other hand, assumes there is an explicit relationship 
between the dynamics of the ego vehicle (e.g., longitudinal acceleration/deceleration) and the energy 
consumption, and tries to optimize the dynamics of the ego vehicle given the information of the 
surrounding environment (e.g., the surrounding vehicles, signals, etc.). In terms of GED, the ego vehicle 
is usually regarded as the agent, the longitudinal (i.e., acceleration and deceleration) and lateral (i.e., 
lane changing) operations of the ego vehicle can be modeled as actions, the driving scenario, including 
the dynamics of surrounding vehicles and the physical structure of intersections, can be considered as 
the environment, and the fuel consumption and travel time can be formulated as the rewards. A few 
studies in recent years have tried to apply the RL technique to GED. For examples, Shi et al. (2018)(28) 
proposed a Q-learning based Eco-Driving algorithm for a single vehicle driving on signalized intersections 
assuming no surrounding vehicles. They predefined the actions (i.e., the longitudinal acceleration) as 
discrete variables, and used the distance between the vehicle and the intersection, signal status, and 
instant vehicle speeds as traffic states. The total carbon dioxide was used as the reward. The Eco-Driving 
strategies learned by Q-learning were found to be able to reduce the fuel consumption as well as to 
improve the traffic performance. The same framework was used in Gamage and Lee (2016)(29). Gamage 
and Lee (2017)(30) extended this framework to the car-following scenario. The state was represented by 
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the same three parameters as in Shi et al. (2018)(28) with an additional parameter of the headway 
between the ego vehicle and the leading vehicle. The reward function was constructed as inversely 
proportional to the cumulative fuel consumption experienced by the vehicle between two successive 
decision points. However, the positive results generated by the model in the paper was built on the 
assumption that the leading vehicle was under the free flow condition. Qu et al. (2020)(31) developed a 
deep deterministic policy gradient based algorithm for electrical CAVs under the car-following scenario 
to dampen the stop-and-go waves and improve the electric energy consumption. Experiment results 
showed that the proposed method could improve travel efficiency as well as reduce average electric 
energy consumption. These algorithms only considered the longitudinal operations while neglecting the 
lateral operations i.e., lane changing operations. Hao et al. (2020)(32) proposed a deep Q-learning based 
Eco-Driving framework to deal with the multi-lane scenario where the ego vehicle was surrounded with 
human-driven vehicles. More specifically, they used the camera data and the signal information 
gathered from ITS system as the state, and discretized the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration, which 
is used as the action space together with three discrete lane-changing indicators. They applied the 
Dueling Deep Q Network (DDQN) along with a long-short term reward (LSTR) function instead of the 
instant-variable to represent the reward function. Comparing with the intelligent driver model (IDM) 
and the Speed-First (SF) method, they showed that 12.25%–47.1% of energy savings can be achieved 
through this approach. In order to apply the value based RL method, they discretized the continuous 
action space (i.e., longitudinal acceleration/deceleration). Although such discretization could make the 
value-based RL applicable, several disadvantages were also introduced: 1) the longitudinal 
acceleration/deceleration may not be smooth, which will increase the fuel consumption due to the extra 
transient fuel consumption caused by the abrupt change of accelerations; 2) as a result of the first one, 
the comfortability of drivers will be sacrificed; and 3) the dimension of the discretized action space could 
be large such that the value-based RL algorithms may be computationally demanding. 

In summary, studies that have applied the RL-based methods for GED to improve fuel economy under 
the signalized intersections and corridors are relatively sparse. Existing RL-based GED methods have 
some issues. First, they usually over-simplified the problem by e.g., assuming that there is only the ego 
vehicle driving along a single lane(28) or considering only the car-following scenario while neglecting the 
lane-changing behavior(30)(31). Second, the study that did consider surrounding vehicles and lateral 
operations, however, discretized the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration to reduce the dimension of 
the action space such that the value-based (e.g., Q-learning) RL algorithms can be applied(32), which 
would increase fuel consumption and reduce comfortability. This paper aims to fill these gaps by 
developing a new RL-based Eco-Driving algorithm for an ego vehicle driving along signalized roads 
considering the impacts of surrounding vehicles and both the longitudinal (i.e., 
acceleration/deceleration) and lateral (i.e., lane changing) operations. Unlike existing studies, we 
consider the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration as continuous variables (states). We develop a 
hybrid algorithm that integrates the deep Q-learning and policy gradient (HDQPG) to solve this problem. 
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As the key contribution of this paper, the HDQPG provides a general framework to model the Eco-
Driving problem by integrating the continuous longitudinal action and the discrete lateral action (see 
Section 2.3 for details). 

Subsection 2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 Preliminaries of RL 

We first present some basic description of RL, which will be helpful when we introduce the Eco-Driving 
scenario in detail in the next section. RL is an MDP process where the agent learns to optimize his/her 
actions to maximize the cumulative rewards based on repeated interactions with the environment. The 
agent observes current state and reward from the environment, and selects actions based on the 
principle of maximizing the long-term cumulative reward. The environment receives and conducts the 
action, and generates new states and rewards, which will be feedback to the agent. Consider a general 
reinforcement learning problem: at time 𝑡𝑡, an agent observes the state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑆  from the environment, 
performs an action 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝐴𝐴  based on certain learning mechanism, and receives a reward 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+1 = 𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡) 
when the environment is moved to next state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1. The whole process is assumed to be a Markov 
decision process (MDP). The decision sequence of the agent can be represented by the probability 
density of taking action 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡  given state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , denoted as policy 𝜋𝜋(𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡|𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ). Assume the environment (state??) 
𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡  and the agent takes action 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡, the probability of the environment transferring to 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1, denoted as 
𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1|𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡), can represent the dynamics of this MDP. The agent tries to maximize the expected 

discounted reward 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡
𝛾𝛾 ≐ 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+2 + 𝛾𝛾2𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+3 + ⋯ = ∑ 𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+𝑘𝑘+1 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡+𝑘𝑘+1)∞

𝑘𝑘=0 , where 𝛾𝛾 is the 
discount rate with 0 ≤ 𝛾𝛾 ≤ 1. The discounted reward represents the present value of future rewards. 
Adding discounting rate 𝛾𝛾 can properly convert future rewards to the current value, which also 

guarantees that the total discounted reward 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡
𝛾𝛾  is bounded. The value of a state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡  under a policy 𝜋𝜋 is 

the expected discounted rewards when starting at state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡  and following the policy 𝜋𝜋 thereafter, 
denoted as the state-value function for policy 𝜋𝜋: 𝑉𝑉_𝜋𝜋 (𝑠𝑠_𝑡𝑡) ≐ 𝐸𝐸_𝜋𝜋 [𝑟𝑟_𝑡𝑡^𝛾𝛾 |𝑠𝑠_𝑡𝑡 ] = 𝐸𝐸_𝜋𝜋 [∑_(𝑘𝑘 =
0)^∞▒〖𝛾𝛾^𝑘𝑘 𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠_(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘 + 1), 𝑎𝑎_(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘 + 1))|𝑠𝑠_𝑡𝑡 〗]. Similarly, the value of taking action 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡  at state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡  
under policy 𝜋𝜋 is the expected discounted rewards when starting at state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , taking action 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡, and 
following the policy 𝜋𝜋 thereafter, denoted as the action-value (or Q-value) function for policy 𝜋𝜋: 

𝑄𝑄_𝜋𝜋 (𝑠𝑠_𝑡𝑡, 𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡) ≐ 𝐸𝐸_𝜋𝜋 [𝑟𝑟_𝑡𝑡^𝛾𝛾 |𝑠𝑠_𝑡𝑡, 𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡 ] = 𝐸𝐸_𝜋𝜋 [∑_(𝑘𝑘 = 0)^∞▒〖𝛾𝛾^𝑘𝑘 𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠_(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘 + 1), 𝑎𝑎_(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘 +
1))|𝑠𝑠_𝑡𝑡, 𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡 〗]. Obviously, 𝑉𝑉𝜋𝜋(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ) = ∑ 𝜋𝜋(𝑎𝑎|𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 )𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋 (𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ,𝑎𝑎)𝑎𝑎 . 

2.2.2 Eco-Driving scenario 

As shown in Figure 1, we focus on a CAV that drives across a signalized corridor along with other 
vehicles, aiming to minimize its fuel consumption and travel time. We call this vehicle the “ego” vehicle. 
In order to more clearly describe the studied problem, we make the following assumptions: 
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• The ego vehicle can get access to its own position/speed/acceleration from the controller area 
network (CAN) or on-board sensors. 

• The ego vehicle can either detect the relative distance/speed/acceleration between itself and the 
surrounding vehicles by on-board sensors or be informed of such information by V2I 
communications.  

• The longitudinal and lateral movements of the ego vehicle can be controlled automatically. 

• Signal timing plans of the upcoming intersection can be sent to the ego vehicle through V2I 
communications. 

• We consider multi-lane urban roadways where vehicles can change lanes during driving. For 
simplicity, three lanes are considered in this paper and the proposed RL framework can be properly 
modified for other multi-lane scenarios. 

 

Figure 1: Eco-Driving scenario 

Modeled under the RL framework, the ego vehicle is the agent and other vehicles, signals, roads, and 
the traffic rules together constitute the environment. There are two types of actions that the agent can 
take, i.e., the longitudinal and lateral accelerations. One can model the action space by three 
approaches. First, one can define the action space as a two dimensional (i.e., lateral and longitudinal) 
continuous vector. Second, noticing that people usually take a series of fixed operations after they have 
decided to change lanes, one can model the action space as a discrete-continuous hybrid space, i.e., one 
continuous longitudinal action (acceleration/deceleration) and one discrete lateral action (change to the 
left lane, change to the right lane, or stay at current lane). Third, based on the second approach, one can 
further discretize the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration so that all action candidates are discrete. 
The first approach is closest to real-world operations. However, when it comes to the RL-based control, 
although it is suitable to model the lateral acceleration/deceleration by continuous variables for 
scenarios without traffic lanes (such as racing competition), for regular driving scenarios with dedicated 
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lanes and traffic rules, such approach may introduce unpractical and even dangerous operations for 
lateral operations. For example, the ego-vehicle might be controlled to drive right above or very close to 
the lane marker for a relative long time, especially during the training process. Although one can design 
specific reward functions to penalize such “inappropriate” behavior, this could make the reward 
function in this paper more complex. In real-world driving, one usually takes a series of fixed actions to 
complete the lane-changing once s/he has decided to change lanes. Therefore, using discrete 
``decisions'' to model the lateral operations may be a better choice. The third approach, as used in Hao 
et al. (2020)(32), can simplify the action space and make it possible to apply one unified value-based RL 
algorithm to deal with the Eco-Driving problem. However, it suffers from extra fuel consumption and 
poor convergence of the algorithm. The second approach can be interpreted as a combination of the 
first and third approach, which still treats the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration as continuous, 
while using discrete variables to represent whether the ego vehicle should change lane and if so, which 
lane should be targeted. In this way, the undesired lane changing behavior as described above for the 
first approach can be avoided. On the other hand, the continuous longitudinal acceleration/deceleration 
makes it possible to generate smooth acceleration/deceleration trajectories to reduce fuel 
consumption. Therefore, we adopt the second approach to model the action space in this paper. 

By using the discrete-continuous hybrid action space, the Eco-Driving problem can be decomposed into 
two sub-problems: lateral lane-changing (i.e., deciding to stay on the current lane or change to the right 
lane or the left lane if needed) and single lane longitudinal operation (i.e., longitudinal 
acceleration/deceleration). We develop a hybrid framework to model and solve this problem. At a 
specific time, we first extract information of the lane where the ego vehicle resides (called the “ego 
lane”), which is used as the state of the longitudinal RL controller. The RL controller generates 
longitudinal actions (i.e., longitudinal acceleration/deceleration) given current state, which will be 
applied to the environment. We then assume that there are also two “virtual” ego vehicles, one for each 
of the two neighboring lanes with the same vehicle state as the real ego vehicle (i.e., distance to next 
intersection, speed, and acceleration). Similar to the state of the ego lane, the states of two neighboring 
lanes with the virtual vehicles can also be extracted. Note that although the states of the virtual ego 
vehicles are the same as the real ego vehicle, the full state of each neighboring lanes is different due to 
different states of the following vehicles. We then calculate the critic's value of each of the three lanes 
and use them as part of the state representations for the lateral lane-changing RL controller. Additional 
information that are useful but excluded from the single lane state (e.g., that related to the following 
vehicles in two neighboring lanes) are also gathered. Integrating the critic's values of the three lanes and 
additional lane-changing information, we build the state for the lateral lane-changing RL controller. 
Given such state, the lateral RL controller decides whether the ego vehicle should change to the right 
lane, change to the left lane, or stay on the current lane. Compared with directly using information of 
surrounding vehicles of the ego vehicle as the state of the lateral RL controller, the proposed state 
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representation, by introducing the concept of virtual ego vehicles, can help reduce the dimension of the 
state space. 

It should be noted that the actions generated by the RL algorithms may not be achievable under the 
corresponding driving conditions. For example, the lateral RL decides to change to the left lane but it is 
too close to the front (or following) vehicle on the left lane (also reflected by the distance between the 
virtual ego vehicle and the front or following vehicle on that lane). To ensure safety, one can design 
safety-guaranteed RL algorithms to always generate safe decisions or behaviors. This however needs 
sophisticated RL design schemes such as dynamic output constraints, which can make the RL algorithm 
very complex. In this paper, we develop a “checking-feedback-learning” (CFL) framework to not only 
ensure safe (and consistent) driving behavior (or decisions) but also encourage the RL algorithms to 
learn safe and consistent behavior (via discouraging the learning of unsafe or inconsistent behaviors). 
Given the actions generated by RL algorithm, CFL conducts safety (or consistency) checks and will not 
conduct the actions if they are not safe or inconsistent with the original decision (for later control). 
Meanwhile, if unsafe or inconsistent behavior is detected, a penalty term will be added to the reward to 
penalize the unsafe/inconsistent decision.  In this way, the CFL framework ensures safety and 
encourages the RL algorithms to learn safe driving behaviors and consistent decisions. In the following 
section, we show this hybrid RL framework in detail. 

Subsection 2.3 Deep Hybrid Q-learning and Policy Gradient (DHQPG) for Eco-
Driving 

2.3.1 The longitudinal model 

In this section, we discuss the longitudinal RL algorithm from four key components in RL: state, action, 
reward, and the learning algorithm. At time 𝑡𝑡, the distance between the ego vehicle and the next traffic 
signal (𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 ), the ego vehicle’s speed (𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒) and acceleration (𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 ), the distance (𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 ), speed difference 
(𝛥𝛥𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒), and acceleration difference (𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒) between the ego vehicle and the front vehicle, the time to next 
green phase of the traffic signal (𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 , 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 = 0 if the current phase is green), and the time duration of 

the next green phase or the remaining green if current phase is green (𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡
𝑔𝑔) are used as the state. These 

variables are selected based on the real driving experience and the assumed technology (i.e., V2I and 
the sensing capability of AVs). When one drives along a one-lane road, the information s/he usually uses 
to make driving decisions is related to the ego vehicle, the front vehicle, and the traffic signal. CAVs can 
obtain such information through advanced on-board sensors and CV technologies. However, extra 
information, such as the information of vehicles further downstream, is usually hard to collect. 

Therefore, we use an 8-dimension vector (𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒, 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒,𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 ,𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒, 𝛥𝛥𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒,𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 , 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 , 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡
𝑔𝑔) as the (continuous) state 

of the ego lane. Naturally, the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration serves the action of the single lane 
Eco-Driving algorithm, which is continuous and bounded.  
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In order to achieve the Eco-Driving task, three aspects should be considered when designing the reward 
function: 

• First, the fuel consumption should be reduced. Therefore, we add the fuel consumption at the 
current time step 𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡 , multiplied by a negative weight −𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 , to the reward. 

• Second, if minimizing fuel consumption is the only objective, the optimal action of the ego vehicle 
would be stopping at the origin with the engine shut down. Thus, in order to fulfill the travel needs, 
travel time should be kept at an acceptable level. The total travel time, which can only be 
calculated at the end of the travel, is a delayed reward and is hard to be distributed to each step of 
the whole MDP. In this paper, we use the travel distance (𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡)as a proxy to reflect the travel time. 
For each time step, since the elapsed time is fixed, the longer the travel distance is, the shorter the 
travel time would be. 

• Third, the CFL framework discussed earlier is applied to ensure driving safety (e.g., avoiding 
collisions and following traffic lights) for longitudinal control. In order to do so, we introduce a 
concept of "safety speed" 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡), which is the maximum speed that the ego vehicle can drive at 

time 𝑡𝑡 without breaking the safety constraints. We calculate the expected speed 𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 that the ego 
vehicle should achieve given action 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡  at current speed 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 (i.e., 𝑣𝑣 ̃_𝑡𝑡^𝑒𝑒 = 𝑣𝑣_𝑡𝑡^𝑒𝑒 + 𝑎𝑎_𝑡𝑡 × 𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡 ). If the 
expected speed is larger than the safety speed (i.e., 𝑣𝑣 ̃_𝑡𝑡^𝑒𝑒 > 𝑣𝑣_𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒^𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡)), which means the 
safety constraints are broken, we will modify the action (i.e, original 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡) to (𝑣𝑣_𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒^𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) −
𝑣𝑣_𝑡𝑡^𝑒𝑒)/𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡 to make sure the action being input to the environment is legal. Meanwhile, in this 
case, we add the difference between the expected speed and the safety speed (i.e., 𝑣𝑣 ̃_𝑡𝑡^𝑒𝑒 −
𝑣𝑣_𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒^𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡)) to the reward function to penalize such actions that break the traffic rules. 
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Figure 2: Flowchart of calculating the safety speed 

Figure 2 shows the logic of how to calculate the safety speed 𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒. The  basic idea is to evaluate the traffic 

conditions in front of the ego vehicle. Under the simplest condition, where there is no upcoming traffic 
signal in sight (or there is a signal but with green phase) and no leading vehicle, we simply set the safety 
speed as the speed limit of the current road. If there is a traffic signal in sight, we check the phase of the 
upcoming signal. If the phase is red or is yellow but the ego vehicle can brake to stop with maximum 
deceleration, we’ll create a virtual stopped leading vehicle (i.e., a leading vehicle with 0 speed) at the 
signal position. Meanwhile, we check if there is a real leading vehicle. If yes, we take the closest one 
from the virtual vehicle (which is generated due to the red/yellow phase of the upcoming signal) and 
real leading vehicles as the selected leading vehicle for the purpose of calculating 𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒. We then collect 
the current action 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡, current speed of the ego vehicle 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒, current speed of the selected leading vehicle 

𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙, and the gap between the ego vehicle and selected leading vehicle 𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 , and use these variables to 
calculate the safety speed by the Krauss car-following model (Krauss, Wagner, and Gawron (1997); 
Krauss (1998)). Essentially, the safety speed of Krauss model is calculated as 

𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙 + �𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 − 𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝜏𝜏�/ �
𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙 + 𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒

2𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚
+ 𝜏𝜏� 

where 𝜏𝜏 is the human reaction time and 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚  is the maximum deceleration of the ego vehicle. In 
addition, the speed should be bounded by the speed limit. So, we take the minimum of the Krauss safety 
speed and the speed limit as the final safety state under such conditions. 
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𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚{𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 , 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡)} 

In order to make the three different terms comparable as well as to adjust our preference, we add two 
weight parameters 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓  and 𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠  to the fuel consumption and safety consideration, respectively. These two 

weights can be interpreted as two parameters that can convert fuel consumption and safety 
considerations to "distance". 

𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔,𝑡𝑡 = −𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡 + 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 − 𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚{0, 𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 − 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡)} 

The discounted cumulative reward is then defined by 

𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔,𝑡𝑡
𝛾𝛾 = �𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔,𝑡𝑡+𝑘𝑘+1

∞

𝑘𝑘=0

 

The longitudinal Eco-Driving problem can be regarded as an MDP with a continuous action space. For 
such problems, of which the continuous action space is a key characteristic, the policy gradient (PG) 
based RL is usually used as the solution method. From the policy point of view, the agent’s goal is to find 

a policy 𝜋𝜋 that can maximize the cumulative discounted reward from the start state 𝑠𝑠0 : 𝐽𝐽(𝜋𝜋) = 𝐸𝐸[𝑟𝑟0
𝛾𝛾|𝜋𝜋]. 

For the longitudinal Eco-Driving problem, 𝜋𝜋 is a series of longitudinal acceleration/deceleration and 

𝑟𝑟0
𝛾𝛾 = 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔,0

𝛾𝛾 = ∑ 𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔,𝑘𝑘
∞
𝑘𝑘=0 . Given a state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , we use a parameterized function to approximate the policy 

𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡|𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ) ∼ 𝜋𝜋(𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡|𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ). Note that in this section, we use 𝜃𝜃 as a common parameter notation for the 
approximation functions of both stochastic policy 𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃 and deterministic policy 𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (which will be 
introduced later). The performance function then becomes 𝐽𝐽(𝜋𝜋) ∼ 𝐽𝐽(𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃). Let 𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠 → 𝑠𝑠′ , 𝑘𝑘, 𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃) be the 
probability of going from state 𝑠𝑠 to state 𝑠𝑠′  after 𝑘𝑘 steps under policy 𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃. Define the discounted state 

distribution 𝜌𝜌𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠′) = ∫ 𝑝𝑝1(𝑠𝑠)𝑆𝑆 ∑ 𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠 → 𝑠𝑠′ , 𝑘𝑘, 𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃)∞
𝑘𝑘=0  where 𝑝𝑝1  is the initial state distribution. The 

performance function can be expressed as 

𝐽𝐽(𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃)  = � 𝜌𝜌𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠)
𝑆𝑆

� 𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠|𝑎𝑎)𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎)𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠
𝐴𝐴

  

According to the policy gradient theorem (Sutton et al., 1999), we can calculate the partial derivative of 
the performance function 

𝛻𝛻𝜃𝜃𝐽𝐽(𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃)  = � 𝜌𝜌𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠)
𝑆𝑆

� 𝛻𝛻𝜃𝜃𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑎𝑎|𝑠𝑠)𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎)
𝐴𝐴

𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠   = 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠∼𝜌𝜌𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃 ,𝑎𝑎∼𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃 [𝛻𝛻𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑎𝑎|𝑠𝑠)𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎)]  

This is called stochastic policy gradient since 𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃 is a probability density function. Practically, the policy 
usually becomes deterministic as the policy gradient algorithm converges. However, the policy gradient 
𝛻𝛻𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃 fluctuates more rapidly near the mean, making it hard to estimate the stochastic policy (33). To 
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overcome this disadvantage, Silver et al. (2014)(34) proposed the deterministic policy gradient algorithm 
(DPG) by introducing a deterministic policy 𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠): 𝑆𝑆 → 𝐴𝐴 parameterized with 𝜃𝜃 ∈ 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛. The performance 
function becomes 

𝐽𝐽(𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃)  = � 𝜌𝜌𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠)𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠, 𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠))
𝑆𝑆

𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠   

And the deterministic gradient theorem shows that if 𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠′|𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) , 𝛻𝛻𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠′|𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎), 𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠), 𝛻𝛻𝜃𝜃𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠), 𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎), 
𝛻𝛻𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎), 𝑝𝑝1(𝑠𝑠) are continuous for all parameters, we have 

𝛻𝛻𝜃𝜃𝐽𝐽(𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃)  = � 𝜌𝜌𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠)𝛻𝛻𝜃𝜃𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠)𝛻𝛻𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎)|𝑎𝑎=𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠)
𝑆𝑆

𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠  = 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠∼𝜌𝜌𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 �𝛻𝛻𝜃𝜃𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠)𝛻𝛻𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎)|𝑎𝑎=𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠)�  

Given the above theories, the policy gradient can be implemented by various methods, of which the 
actor-critic is a widely used scheme. The actor tries to find the optimal policy using the policy gradient. 
The critic estimates the action value 𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎) or 𝑄𝑄𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) by certain policy evaluation algorithms such 
as Monte Carlo method and time differential method. Note that 𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) and 𝑄𝑄𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) are the true 
action value function, we use a parameterized function 𝑄𝑄𝜔𝜔(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) to represent the approximated action 
value function. Silver et al. (2014)(34) proved that if 𝑄𝑄𝜔𝜔(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) is of the form 𝑄𝑄𝜔𝜔(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) =
(𝑎𝑎 − 𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠))⊤𝛻𝛻𝜃𝜃𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃(𝑠𝑠)⊤𝑤𝑤 + 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣(𝑠𝑠) and 𝜔𝜔 minimizes the mean square error between 𝑄𝑄𝜔𝜔(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) and 
𝑄𝑄𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎), the function approximator 𝑄𝑄𝜔𝜔(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) is compatible, i.e., the gradient 𝑄𝑄𝜇𝜇𝜃𝜃 (𝑠𝑠,𝑎𝑎) can be 
replaced by 𝑄𝑄𝜔𝜔(𝑠𝑠, 𝑎𝑎) without affecting the deterministic policy gradient. In real world problems, 
however, non-linear approximators are usually needed especially in order to learn and generalize under 
large state spaces. To solve this problem, Lillicrap et al. (2015)(35) proposed the deep deterministic policy 
gradient (DDPG) by using neural networks to approximate the action value function for the critic. The 
numerical experiment results showed that the DDPG could find policies as good as those found by 
planning algorithm with full access to the dynamics and its derivatives, which means that the DDPG 
could learn policies that are close to the global optimal policies in an "end-to-end" manner. In order to 
capture the potential nonlinearity of the actor’s policy function and the critic’s Q function, we adopt the 
DDPG method to learn the optimal actions. Although the convergence cannot be guaranteed when using 
deep neural network approximates, our experimental results demonstrate stable learning. We design 
two deep neural networks for the actor and critic separately. Similar to Lillicrap et al. (2015)(35), another 
two soft target networks are used to stabilize the learning process. 

2.3.2 The lateral model 

The most intuitive way to construct the state for the lateral lane-changing RL model is to directly extract 
the information of surrounding vehicles, i.e., the position, speed, and acceleration of the vehicles 
around the ego vehicle. Usually, information of at least five vehicles should be collected: the front 
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vehicle on the ego lane, and the front and following vehicles of the other two neighboring lanes. Adding 
more information of the ego vehicle and traffic signal (i.e., time to the next green time and the duration 
of the green time), the dimension of such a state space is 5 × 3 + 3 + 2 = 20. In this paper, we reduce 
the dimension of the state space by introducing a virtual ego vehicle to each of the two neighboring 
lanes. For each lane, we can construct the single-lane state. Applying the longitudinal DDPG algorithm to 
each of the three lanes, we can find i) the longitudinal action for the next time step based on the state of 
real ego lane; and ii) the critic's value for all three lanes. The critic's value represents the potential 
cumulative reward of each lane, determined by the (virtual) ego vehicle and the front vehicle. We thus 
use the critic's value of each lane to replace the states of the front vehicle and the (virtual) ego vehicle in 
the state representation of the lateral RL controller. This results in four variables to represent the state 
of each of the two neighboring lanes, i.e., the critic's value and the position/speed/acceleration 
difference between the virtual ego vehicle and the following vehicle. For the ego lane, only the critic's 
value is used. Therefore, by introducing the virtual ego vehicles, the dimension of the state space for the 
lateral RL model would reduce to 4 × 2 + 1 = 9, about half of the dimension of the state space if virtual 
ego vehicles were not used. It should be noted that adding more information from more surrounding 
vehicles might enable the ego vehicle to learn more useful maneuvers. However, collecting data beyond 
the above-discussed five vehicles is usually much harder than just collecting data from these five 
vehicles, especially under current vehicle and traffic technologies. Therefore, we choose to use only the 
data of the five neighboring vehicles for lateral control in this paper.  

The lateral RL controller should be able to identify from the state vector which part is for the 
information of the ego vehicle, which parts are for the information of surrounding vehicles, and what is 
the relative location among them. The first two are easy to implement. For example, one can use a 
vector with nine elements as the state, where the first element represents the ego lane’s information, 
and the rest eight elements represent the information of the other vehicles. However, this approach 
cannot indicate which lane the ego vehicle resides. To do so and to capture all possible ego lane location 
scenarios (i.e., left most, middle, right most), we design an encoding method shown in Figure 3 for the 
state space representation. As aforementioned, the state of the ego lane consists of a single variable 
(i.e., the critic's value of the ego lane), which is used as the first segment. Then, we add four segment 
holders for the rest of the two lanes (the dimension of each of the segments is four). The number (-2, -1, 
1, 2) indicates the relative position of the segment (lane) with respect to the ego-lane: positive means to 
the right and negative means to the left. If the ego vehicle locates at the left most lane, which means 
both the other two lanes are to its right, we place the state of the adjacent right lane to the segment 
“Right lane +1” and place the state of the right most lane to the segment “Right lane +2”. If the ego 
vehicle locates at the middle lane, we place the state of the adjacent right lane to the segment “Right 
lane +1” and place the state of the adjacent left lane to the segment “Left lane -1” If the ego vehicle 
locates at the right most lane, we place the state of the adjacent left lane to the segment “Left lane -1” 
and place the state of the left most lane to the segment “Left lane -2” In this way, the relative position 
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of the ego lane and the other two lanes can be compatibly encoded. Notice that although there are four 
segments (in addition to the first one for the ego-vehicle), for a given scenario, only two of them will be 
occupied which represent the states for the two neighboring lanes. That is, the state space has a 
dimension of nine. It is also clear that if there are more or fewer than three lanes, the encoding method 
shown in Figure 3 can still apply with straightforward modifications. 

 

Figure 3: State representation of lateral RL controller 

If the lateral RL controller generates a lane-changing decision to “change to the left” lane or “change to 
the right lane”, we will first check whether such a decision can be completed or not, i.e., whether the 
traffic conditions allow the ego vehicle to change to the target lane safely. If the lane-changing decision 
is allowed, we will conduct it in the following 3 seconds (we assume that the lane-changing can be 
completed in 3 seconds with a series of fixed operations). If the lane-changing decision is not allowed 
since it violates traffic rules or not safe (e.g., the distance to the front or following vehicle on the target 
lane is too short), the ego vehicle will be kept on the current lane. Meanwhile, a penalty term is added 
to the reward in this case, which provides feedback to the RL algorithm to discourage its learning of this 
unsafe behavior (or encourage the RL algorithm to learn safe behaviors). If the lane-changing decision is 
allowed, the 3 seconds after the lane-changing decision will be a “protected” period. If, subsequently, 
the RL controller generates any decision that conflicts with the original lane-changing decision during 
this protected period, the new decision will be regarded as not allowed. If this occurs, we will keep 
completing the original lane-changing decision and ignore the new decision. Meanwhile, we also add a 
penalty term to the reward to provide feedback to the RL algorithm which discourages its learning of the 
inconsistent decision. Here we apply the CFL framework to ensure safety and encourage the lateral RL 
algorithm to learn safe behavior and consistent decisions.  

We use the following reward function for time step 𝑡𝑡: 

𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎,𝑡𝑡 = −𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡 + 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 − 𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙 × 1𝐴𝐴(𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡) 

where 1𝐴𝐴  is an indicator function (i.e., 1𝐴𝐴(𝑚𝑚) = 1 if 𝑚𝑚 ∈ 𝐴𝐴 and 1𝐴𝐴(𝑚𝑚) = 0 if 𝑚𝑚 ∉ 𝐴𝐴). 𝐴𝐴 is the set of events 
that the lane-changing behavior cannot be completed due to the violation of traffic rules, 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡  is the 
current lane-changing states, 𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙  is the penalty for generating the lane-changing decisions that cannot be 
achieved, which encourages the RL algorithm to learn lane-changing oriented traffic rules. Similar to the 
longitudinal RL controller, the discounted cumulative reward for lateral algorithm is then defined by 
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𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎,𝑡𝑡
𝛾𝛾 = �𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎,𝑡𝑡+𝑘𝑘+1

∞

𝑘𝑘=0

 

The lateral lane-changing problem has a discrete action space consisting of three variables. We use Q-
learning(36) as the basis of the lateral RL algorithm due to its success on dealing with RL problems with 
small dimension discrete action spaces. At current state 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , the agent estimates the values of taking 
every possible action 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡  (i.e, change to the left lane, change to the right lane, or stay at current lane), 
and selects the action that can maximize the long-term reward (i.e., selects the target lane that can 
minimize the travel time without breaking the safety constraints). The Q-values are learned iteratively 
by 

𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋 (𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ,𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 ) ← 𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡) + 𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚
𝑎𝑎

𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1 ,𝑎𝑎)− 𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋 (𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ,𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 ))  

where 𝛼𝛼 denotes the learning rate. Notice that 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+1  is actually 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎,𝑡𝑡+1 for the studied lateral RL 

controller. Tabular Q-learning can give satisfactory control orders if the state and action spaces are 
small. However, when dealing with large state and action spaces, Q-learning becomes quite inefficient 
or even unrealistic due to the large amount of memory required to store/update the table and the large 
amount of time required to explore possible states. Thus, function approximation methods such as using 
deep neural network (i.e., the deep Q-network, DQN) to estimate the Q-values are developed(37) to solve 
this problem. In DQN, the Q-values are approximated by a parameterized neural network (denoted as 

𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋 (𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡|𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄)). The update of Q-values then becomes the update of network parameters 𝜃𝜃 by 
minimizing the loss function: 

𝐿𝐿(𝜃𝜃) ≈ (𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚
𝑎𝑎

𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1 ,𝑎𝑎|𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄) − 𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡|𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄))2   

There are several key considerations in DQN. First, when optimizing the network parameters 𝜃𝜃, most 
optimization algorithms require that the samples should be independently distributed. The transitions 
collected along an MDP cannot directly satisfy this requirement due to the temporal correlation. In 
DQN-based RL, it’s common to use replay buffer to solve this problem. The replay buffer is a memory 
buffer with finite fixed spaces. During the learning process, the transitions (𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 , 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+1 ,𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1) are 
collected and stored in the replay buffer. When the replay buffer is full, the oldest ones will be replaced 
by the latest ones. At each training step, a minibatch will be sampled uniformly from the replay buffer to 
update the DQN. Another advantage of using replay buffer is that one can make efficient use of the 
stored samples and accelerate hardware optimizations(38). Second, the learning process is proved to be 

unstable if directly implementing above loss function, because 𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡|𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄) is used for both calculating 
the target Q-values for the next step and updating the current Q-network, which may result in 

fluctuations and even divergence(39). In this paper, we create a target network 𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋′ (𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ,𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 |𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄′ ) to 
calculate the target Q-values(40)(35). The loss function then becomes 
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𝐿𝐿(𝜃𝜃) ≈ (𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚
𝑎𝑎

𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋′ (𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1 ,𝑎𝑎|𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄′ )− 𝑄𝑄𝜋𝜋 (𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡|𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄))2   

The parameter of the target network 𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄
′
 is soft updated by 𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄′ ← 𝜏𝜏𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄 + (1 − 𝜏𝜏)𝜃𝜃𝑄𝑄′  where 𝜏𝜏 ≤ 1, 

which means the target network will slowly track the learned network regulated by 𝜏𝜏. This method has 
been shown to be able to stable the learning process(35). For the Eco-Driving problem in this paper, 
consider that the state of the lateral lane-changing problem is large and continuous, we use two deep 
neural networks (i.e., one current network and one target network) to approximate the Q-values. 

Subsection 2.4 Numerical Experiment 

As shown in Figure 4, a corridor that consists of five intersections is built in SUMO(41) to test the DHQPG 
algorithm. Different distances between adjacent intersections are generated to test the performance of 
the algorithm. In this section, we first set the number of lanes of each road as 1 (i.e., no lane-changing or 
by-passing) to test the single lane DDPG algorithm, by which we can show the longitudinal Eco-Driving 
strategies more clearly. Then, the number of lanes is increased to 3 and the HDQPG is tested. We 
compare the proposed HDQPG with two existing methods: 

1. The default car-following (i.e., Karuss model(42)(43)) and lane-changing model (i.e., LC2013, 
developed by Erdmann (2014)(44)) used in SUMO. This case is used as the baseline case. 

2. The DQN based RL method, which is widely used in current studies considering Eco-Driving 
(28)(29)(30)(32). The discretized longitudinal acceleration/deceleration, along with three lane-changing 
indicators, are used as the actions, which means that the third action space modeling approach is 
used. One drawback of DQN is that, as the action space increases, the algorithm will suffer from 
instability and even fail to learn the optimal actions. However, the larger the discretization interval 
is, the larger the gap between reality and the model is, and the less comfort the drivers will be. 

Based on our pre-experiment, the discretization interval is set to 1𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 . The range of the 
longitudinal acceleration/deceleration is [−5𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 , 3𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2]. Therefore, the action space is 

{−5𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 ,−4𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 ,−3𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 ,−2𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 ,−1𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 , 0𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 , 1𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 , 2𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 , 3𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2 ,−1,0,1}, where 
the first 9 are discretized longitudinal acceleration/deceleration, and the last three are lange-
changing indicators (i.e., -1 for changing to the left lane, 0 for stay at current lane, 1 for changing to 
the right lane). The reward function of the DQN is defined as the sum of the longitudinal (i.e., 

𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 = −𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡 + 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 − 𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚{0, 𝑣𝑣�𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 − 𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡)} −𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙 × 1𝐴𝐴(𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡). 
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Figure 4: Test scenario 

2.4.1 Single lane Eco-Driving 

For the DDPG algorithm used to learn the single lane Eco-Driving strategies, we use two 
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 × 128 × 64 × 1 deep neural networks to approximate the actor and critic functions, where 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  is the 
dimension of the state of actor and critic, respectively. For the actor network, the activate function of 
the output layer is set as 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚ℎ such that the output value is continuous in [−1,1], which is then 
transformed to the acceleration value by a linear mapping function based on the bounds of acceleration. 
The learning rate of the actor is set as 0.001 and the one of the critic is set as 0.002 based on 
experiences and our preliminary experiments. After trying different discount ratio from 0.8 to 0.99, we 
set the discount ratio 𝛾𝛾 = 0.95. Similarly, different memory capacity values are tested, which is set as 
10000 finally. The soft replacement parameter is set as 𝜏𝜏 = 0.001 and the batch size is set as 𝑚𝑚 = 64. 

The volume of this corridor is set as 400 veh/h. The ego vehicle is sampled after the first 300 seconds to 
guarantee that it’s not the first departured vehicle in the current episode. When the ego vehicle exits 
the corridor, the current episode terminates. We train the DDPG algorithm for 1000 episodes, each of 
which uses different random seeds. Every 10 training episodes, the learned strategies are tested by 5 
testing episodes. The baseline case is generated by running the SUMO simulation without any external 
control, i.e., the ego vehicle is controlled by SUMO’s default models. We test the proposed algorithm 
under two signal settings: 1) non-coordinated signal plan where the phases and offsets along the 
corridor are not optimized; and 2) coordinated signal plan where the phases and offsets are optimized 
based on the free flow speed between adjacent intersections to generate green waves. 

Notice that we consider both fuel consumption and travel time in the reward function, the performance 
of which might be quite different under different weights. Increasing 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓  should improve the fuel 

performance but might reduce travel time. Although we focus on Eco-Driving, the travel time should not 
be sacrificed too much. In order to balance these two objectives, we fix the parameter 𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 = 1 and train 
the DDPG algorithm under different 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 . The results are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Fuel and travel time improvements under different 𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 for non-coordinated and 

coordinated signal 

Under the non-coordinated signal setting, as 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓  increases from 1.5 to 4, the performance of fuel 

consumption improves from 22% to 31% while the travel time maintains at the same level as the 
baseline case. As 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓  keeps increasing, although the fuel consumption could be further reduced, the 

travel time would dramatically increase. The same trend can be found under the coordinated signal 
setting. The fuel-saving increases from 13% to 27 % when 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓  increases from 1.5 to 4.5, while the travel 

time increment is limited under 2 %. As 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓  keeps increasing, the performance of travel time will 

decrease dramatically. Therefore, we choose 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 = 4.5 as the best balance between the performances 

of fuel and travel time, since the performance of fuel consumption can be improved largely, and the 
increment of travel time can be limited under 5 % for both signal settings. A same process for the DQN 
based Eco-Driving is conducted, and 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 = 5 is chosen. 

 

Figure 6: Performance of DDPG-based single lane Eco-Driving under coordinated signal 
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Figure 6 shows the reward (with the weight parameters 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 = 4.5,𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 = 1.0), fuel and travel time 
improvements of the DDPG-based single lane Eco-Driving compared with the baseline case during the 
training process (under coordinated signal setting, the same trend is found under non-coordinated 
signal and is omitted here for brief). It is shown that the reward decreases at the starting period, but 
then increases dramatically in less than 50 episodes. After that, the reward increases slowly with 
fluctuation and finally stabilize around 5. The fuel consumption improvement shows a similar trend. The 
the fuel improvement decreases dramatically at the early training period (i.e., the fuel consumption 
increases dramatically), but then increases over 0 and finally stabilize around 27%. Meanwhile, the 
travel time becomes a little worse, but is limited below 5% longer compared with the baseline case. 

Table 2 shows the performance of the three control algorithms. It is shown that, under both coordinated 
and non-coordinated signal settings, both the DQN based and DDPG based RL controllers can improve 
the fuel performance compared with the baseline case. Meanwhile, the DDPG significantly outperforms 
the DQN in terms of reducing fuel consumption. In terms of travel time, the DQN outperforms DDPG 
under the coordinated signal setting. However, under the non-coordinated signal setting, the DQN is 
unstable with large deviations, while the DDPG can maintain almost the same performance as the 
baseline case. We then increase the test cases to 100 to check if the above findings are consistent 
among different test cases. The results are shown in Table 3. We can see that with more test cases, 
DDPG actually outperforms DQN: the mean and standard deviation of either fuel consumption or travel 
time are smaller for DDPG for both the coordinated and coordinated settings. DDPG also outperforms 
the baseline algorithm in terms of fuel consumption with slight degradation (less than 5\%) when travel 
time is considered. 
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Table 2: Performance of different single lane control algorithms under two signal settings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fuel Consumption (mL) Travel time (s) 

  Base DQN DDPG Base DQN DDPG 

 Case Fuel consumption (ml) Travel time (s) 

Coord
. 

 Base DQN Imp. DDPG Imp. Bas
e 

DQ
N Imp. DDP

G Imp. 

Case 1 133.4 111.57 16.3% 95.94 28.38% 95 95 0.00% 100 
-

5.26% 

Case 2 135.94 122.98 9.53% 93.15 31.48% 99 99 0.00% 103 -
4.04% 

Case 3 184.46 162.07 12.14% 116.56 36.81% 135 135 0.00% 140 -
3.70% 

Case 4 132.37 120.71 8.81% 88.77 32.94% 98 98 0.00% 104 -
6.12% 

Case 5 170.16 148.41 12.79% 109.52 35.64% 131 131 0.00% 135 -
3.05% 

Non-
coord. 

Case 1 185.48 158.52 14.53% 134.78 27.34% 151 151 0.00% 151 0.00% 

Case 2 198.12 170.86 13.76% 131.66 33.55% 155 155 0.00% 155 0.00% 

Case 3 216.99 214.03 1.36% 144.39 33.46% 155 194 -25.16% 154 0.65% 

Case 4 182.72 169.4 7.29% 118.92 34.91% 152 152 0.00% 152 0.00% 

Case 5 217.36 215.23 0.98% 134.25 38.24% 150 189 -26.00% 149 0.67% 
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Coord. 
Avg 150.46 147.57 112.82 110.82 116.29 112.32 

Std 21.61 24,35 19.13 17.81 18.81 16.10 

Non-
coord. 

Avg 119.76 214.81 138.3 156.04 167.77 162.68 

Std 24.11 32.57 19.13 16.58 22.87 20.99 

Table 3: Performance of different single lane control algorithms under two signal settings 
(summary of 100 test cases) 

Figure 7 shows the spatial-temporal diagrams of the ego vehicle for the first four test cases in Table 2 
under the non-coordinated signal setting (Case 5 shows the same pattern as Case 3 and is omitted here 
due to space limitation). The only difference among the four figures is that they use different random 
seeds, i.e., the times that the ego vehicle entering the corridor are different. For all the three control 
methods, under the same case, all components of the simulation including the IDs and entering time of 
the ego vehicle and its front vehicle are the same. It is shown that the key difference of the driving 
strategies between the baseline and the two RL-based control is that, if the ego vehicle cannot pass the 
intersection in current green phase, the RL-based Eco-Driving will slow down the ego vehicle earlier 
compared with the baseline control. To illustrate it more clearly, we show the spatial-temporal diagram, 
speed, and accumulated fuel consumption of test case 2 in Figure 8. Under the baseline case, the ego 
vehicle maintains a high speed to approach the intersection, then decelerate to zero within a relatively 
short time interval. Under both the DQN and DDPG based RL controllers, the ego vehicle starts to 
decelerate earlier than the baseline case. Since the fuel consumption rate is zero when decelerating, the 
two RL controllers could save fuel through this strategy. Compared with the DQN, the speed profile 
learned by the DDPG is more earlier and smooth without large disruptions. DQN can only generate 
discrete acceleration/deceleration values, which will make the speed profile non-smooth if the optimal 
actions are not perfectly learned. Such disturbances will not only increase the fuel consumption, but also 
introduce delays that can be amplified by traffic signals, which can be shown in test case 3 of Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Spatial-temporal diagrams of the ego vehicle under non-coordinated signal setting 

 

Figure 8: Spatial-temporal diagram, speed, and accumulated fuel of test case 2 under non-
coordinated signal setting 
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In Figure 7 and Figure 8 the signal plans of five intersection on the corridor are not coordinated. The ego 
vehicle encounters multiple stop-and-goes under every test case, which illustrates the first fuel-saving 
strategy learned by RL controllers. We then illustrate the second fuel-saving strategy learned by the 
DDPG-based Eco-Driving algorithm by analyzing the performance under coordinated signal setting. 

 

Figure 9: Spatial-temporal diagram, speed, and accumulated fuel of test case 2 under 
coordinated signal setting 

Figure 9 shows the spatial-temporal diagram, speed and accumulated fuel consumption of test case 2 
under coordinated signal setting. It is shown that the ego vehicle of baseline case firstly accelerates to a 
high speed and maintains that speed with slight fluctuations during the whole simulation period. Under 
DQN, the ego vehicle behaves in the same way. Since DQN can only generate discrete accelerations with 

1𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠2  interval, the learned acceleration of the ego vehicle during the cruising period is 0. Therefore, 
the speed profile under DQN is a straight line during most of the cruising period. Such operations can 
reduce the fuel consumption caused by the speed fluctuations. Under DDPG control, the ego vehicle 
also firstly accelerates to a high speed, then periodically "pulse and glide" around a high speed. This PnG 
operation has been proved to be fuel-efficient due to the non-linearity of the fuel consumption 
characteristics of engines(45)(18)(17). This phenomenon becomes more and more clear as the fuel weight 
𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓  increases. Under low 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 , the ego vehicle cares more about the travel time, which encourages high 

speed. Under higher 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 , saving fuel is given higher priority, the ego vehicle learns the PnG strategy since 

the fuel consumption during deceleration is 0. In addition, it is found that the larger the amplitude of 
speed fluctuation is, the lower the average speed (i.e., the longer the travel time), but the more fuel-
saving can be achieved. The PnG techniques developed in literature(45)(18)(17) require sophisticated 
models, and are usually applied on highways. Our RL controller is purely data driven and can be used in 
urban traffics. 
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In summary, there are essentially two strategies learned by the DDPG to save fuel: 1) decelerate earlier 
before the traffic signal if cannot pass the intersection in current green phase, and 2) use the PnG 
method to reduce fuel consumption while cruising and car-following. These two strategies are 
consistent with the fuel-saving operations found by model-based methods as well as learning-based 
methods in literature. Related studies usually explore these two strategies separately under specific 
corresponding scenarios, while our method can integrate these two strategies in one pure data driven 
framework. 

2.4.2 Multiple lanes Eco-Driving 

The experiment settings of multi-lane Eco-Driving are similar to those used in the single-lane experiment 
described above, with the extension that each road is now three lanes. The total volume is tripled to 
1200 veh/h. Each vehicle enters the corridor from the “best lane” defined by SUMO, and can change 
lanes based on traffic conditions. In order to evaluate the control performance under unusual traffic 
conditions, we generate two such cases at the second and fifth road segments (i.e., the two longest 
segments). When the ego vehicle drives along one of those two segments, if the speed of the ego 
vehicle is larger than 10m/s and there is a front vehicle on the same lane with speed larger than 10m/s, 
the front vehicle will stay on the current lane and decelerate to 2m/s within 4 seconds and maintain this 
speed until exiting the corridor. These ``purposely'' generated scenarios are used to mimic unusual 
traffic conditions, such as lane drops or traffic accidents that cause the leading vehicles to slow down 
abruptly. The way how these unusual conditions are generated also imply that for different test cases in 
this subsection, the locations where this occurs are likely different, instead of fixed at a pre-defined 
location. This can help test if the algorithms can deal with unusual conditions in general.  

An 17 × 128 × 3  neural network with fully connected layers is used to approximate the lateral Q 
function. The HDQPG Eco-Driving algorithm is tested with the parameter 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 = 4.5 and 𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙 = 15, and the 

DQN-based Eco-Driving algorithm is tested with the parameter 𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓 = 5.0 and 𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙 = 15 after fine-tuning. 

In order to show the impact of the lateral RL controller, we also test the fourth method: the longitudinal 
acceleration/deceleration is generated from DDPG and the lateral lane-changing operation is controlled 
by the SUMO default model. We refer this method as BDDPG (base lateral plus DDPG longitudinal). That 
is, the proposed HDQPG method and BDDPG differ only in the lateral lane changing control, which can 
help illustrate the performance of the proposed RL-based lateral control model. Note that we do not 
test another combination, i.e., SUMO for longitudinal control and RL for lateral control, since the lateral 
RL control is based on some input (i.e., the critic’s value) from the longitudinal RL control. 

The detailed results of five test cases are shown in Table 4 and the summary of 100 test cases are shown 
in Table 5. The first observation from Table 4 is that HDQPG, BDDPG and DQN can all improve the 
performance under the coordinated signal setting compared with the baseline controller. HDQPG 
outperforms DQN regarding fuel consumption, but performs slightly worse when it comes to travel time 
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for the five cases. However, under the non-coordinated signal setting, DQN fails to improve the driving 
performance for four out of the total five test cases: the fuel consumption and travel time of DQN are 
much worse than the baseline controller. It is hard for DQN to converge under such multi-lane non-
coordinated signal settings, because compared with coordinated signal settings, the number of possible 
states (under non-coordinated settings) are much larger. Together with the relatively large action space, 
DQN suffers from inefficient learning. HDQPG, on the other hand, can improve the performance of fuel 
consumption by up to 35% and 46 %, respectively, under both coordinated and non-coordinated signal 
settings compared with the baseline controller. One can observe a relatively poor performance of 
HDQPG under Case 3 in the non-coordinated signal setting, which takes 37% longer time to finish the 
trip. This is due to the fact that, once the ego vehicle is stopped by a red signal, it has to wait until the 
signal turns to green. A single stop will make the travel time much longer since the total travel distance 
of the studied scenario is only 1400 m. We believe that such increment of travel time should be 
reasonable, especially when fuel consumption can still be reduced by 14%. In addition, under the multi-
lane scenario, since there is only one ego vehicle, the following vehicles could change lane to bypass the 
ego vehicle if they feel that the ego vehicle is too slow. Therefore, the travel time increment only holds 
for the ego vehicle, while other vehicles usually do not suffer long extra travel times. With 100 test cases 
in Table 5, similar results can be observed. In particular, HDQPG outperforms the other three algorithms 
in terms of fuel consumption with much smaller average and smaller (or comparable) standard 
deviation. For travel times, HDQPG outperforms DQN but is sligtly worse than the baseline algorithm 
and BDDPG. 

  Fuel Consumption (ml) Travel Time(s) 

 Case Base DQN Imp. DDPG Imp. Bas
e 

DQ
N Imp. DDPG Imp. 

Coord
. 

Case 1 133.4 111.57 16.3% 95.94 28.38% 95 95 0.00% 100 -
5.26% 

Case 2 135.94 122.98 9.53% 93.15 31.48% 99 99 0.00% 103 -
4.04% 

Case 3 184.46 162.07 12.14% 116.56 36.81% 135 135 0.00% 140 -
3.70% 

Case 4 132.37 120.71 8.81% 88.77 32.94% 98 98 0.00% 104 
-

6.12% 

Case 5 170.16 148.41 12.79% 109.52 35.64% 131 131 0.00% 135 -
3.05% 
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Non-
coord. 

Case 1 185.48 158.52 14.53% 134.78 27.34% 151 151 0.00% 151 0.00% 

Case 2 198.12 170.86 13.76% 131.66 33.55% 155 155 0.00% 155 0.00% 

Case 3 216.99 214.03 1.36% 144.39 33.46% 155 194 -25.16% 154 0.65% 

Case 4 182.72 169.40 7.29% 118.92 34.91% 152 152 0.00% 152 0.00% 

Case 5 217.36 215.23 0.98% 134.25 38.24% 150 189 -26.00% 149 0.67% 

Table 3: Performance of different multi-lane control algorithms under two signal settings 

  Fuel Consumption (mL) Travel time (s) 

  Base DQN BDDPG HDQPG Base DQN BDDPG HDQPG 

Coord. 
Avg 175.42 169.46 136.91 120.05 129.97 164.84 129.11 131.76 

Std 44.71 79.32 32.65 29.15 42.39 87.03 40.90 34.90 

Non-
coord. 

Avg 218.36 254.26 154.8 133.87 168.59 236.93 174.67 179.87 

Std 32.49 65.00 26.54 31.28 32.71 75.10 33.77 39.55 

Table 4: Performance of different single lane control algorithms under two signal settings 
(summary of 100 test cases) 

In order to further demonstrate how the lateral RL controller improves the performance, we next focus 

on HDQPG and BDDPG. For BDDPG, the lateral lane-changing behavior is controlled by the default model 
of SUMO, while the longitudinal acceleration/deceleration is generated by the single lane DDPG. Table 4 
shows that both HDQPG and BDDPG can improve the performance of the baseline controller under 
either the coordinated or the non-coordinated signal setting. Note that in the baseline controller, the 
ego vehicle can also change lanes to avoid congestion when the front vehicle “purposely” decelerates. 
The travel times of both HDQPG and BDDPG are similar to those of the baseline controller (except Case 
3 under non-coordinated signal, due to the reason discussed above), under either the coordinated or 
non-coordinated signal setting. In terms of fuel consumption, under both coordinated and non-
coordinated signals, HDQPG performs significantly better than BDDPG. Such difference between BDDPG 
and HDQPG are mainly resulted from the different objectives of these two lateral controllers: the SUMO 
lane-changing model of BDDPG aims to improve the speed gain, while HDQPG tries to reduce both travel 
time and fuel consumption. 
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It is hard to compare in detail the differences between the lane-changing operations of HDQPG and 
BDDPG. One reason lies in the difficulty of capturing a scenario where all surrounding environments of 
the ego vehicle under HDQPG and BDDPG are exactly the same. In addition, since HDQPG considers the 
long-term fuel performance, the lane-changing decision at a specific time might not be the best for just 
that particular time, which however may help achieve the greater long-term benefit. Here we show a 
scenario where the surrounding environments of the ego vehicle under HDQPG and BDDPG are almost 
the same. We qualitatively compare the lane-changing operation differences between HDQPG and 
BDDPG. Figure 10 shows such a scenario, which happens on the fifth road segment in Case 2 under the 
non-coordinated signal setting. As mentioned earlier, on this segment, the ego vehicle will encounter a 
manually created “slow down”, i.e., the front vehicle abruptly decreases to a very low speed (2m/s) and 
maintains that speed until the end of the simulation. In Figure 10, the red solid horizontal lines in the 
upper left plot are used to indicate the duration of the red signal phase, the dashed cyan and black 
vertical lines show when the front vehicle starts to abruptly decelerate under BDDPG and HDQPG 
respectively, and the dashed magenta and yellow lines show when the ego vehicle changes lane under 
BDDPG and HDQPG respectively. The solid blue and green lines show, under BDDPG and HDQPG 
respectively, the distance (upper left plot) and speed (upper right plot) of the ego-vehicle, and the 
distance to the front vehicle (lower left plot) and the speed difference between the front vehicle and the 
ego vehicle (lower right plot). Note that the trajectories of the ego vehicle under both BDDPG and 
HDQPG are aligned together in terms of longitudinal travel distances. 
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Figure 10: Lane-changing behavior of BDDPG and HDQPG 

We can observe that, before this abrupt condition occurs, the ego vehicles under BDDPG and HDQPG 
drives at a similar environment, i.e., each of them follows the front vehicle with similar speed difference 
as well as similar distance, which can be shown from the lower two plots in Figure 10. When the front 
vehicle starts to abruptly decelerate, the ego vehicle under HDQPG changes lane right after the abrupt 
deceleration starts, which enables it to maintain a relatively high speed to gain more both travel time 
and fuel consumption benefits. Under BDDPG, the ego vehicle first slows down sharply to a low speed, 
following the front vehicle; and then after about 11 seconds, the ego vehicle changes lane to gain more 
speed benefit. The fuel improvements of BDDPG and HDQPG are 28% and 43% respectively compared 
with the baseline controller, while the travel time improvements of BDDPG and HDQPG are both around 
-1%. There are two reasons that may help explain the relatively long delay (i.e., 11 seconds) before the 
ego vehicle makes the lane changing under BDDPG. First, the tactical lane-changing model used in 
SUMO uses the accumulative speed gain probability to prevent oscillations. Thus, it takes time (11 
seconds in this test case) to accumulate the speed gain probability to reach the pre-defined threshold. 
Second, we cannot guarantee the traffic conditions of adjacent lanes are exactly the same for BDDPG 
and HDQPG. BDDPG may be prohibited to change lane due to traffic conditions of adjacent lanes even 
the speed gain probability has reached the threshold. The scenario shown in Figure 10 is part of Case 2 
under the non-coordinated signal setting (see Table 4). For other cases, the patterns shown in Figure 10 
are common, although it is possible that both BDDPG and HDQPG may decelerate to low speeds first 
since it is not safe to change lane immediately. 

Subsection 2.5 Discussion and conclusion 

In this section, we developed a hybrid deep Q-learning and policy gradient (HDQPG) based Eco-Driving 
model for vehicles driving along signalized corridors under the environment of connected and 
automated vehicles (CAVs). Both longitudinal acceleration/deceleration and lateral lane-changing 
operations were considered. The information of surrounding vehicles and upcoming traffic signals were 
collected by on-board sensors, V2V, and V2I techniques. We also designed specific states, actions, and 
reward functions for the longitudinal and lateral RL models respectively, and developed a “checking-
feedback-learning” (CFL) framework to ensure driving safety and decision consistency by encouraging 
the RL algorithms to learn safe driving behaviors and consistent decisions. 

A deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm was designed to learn the longitudinal operations and a 
deep Q-learning neural network was developed to make the lane-changing decisions. We tested the 
proposed HDQPG model on a three-lane five-intersection corridor with different traffic conditions. The 
results showed that HDQPG outperforms existing RL-based Eco-Driving methods and could learn two 
basic fuel-saving strategies (i.e., decelerating earlier if the ego vehicle cannot pass the upcoming 
intersection in current green phase; and using pulse and glide (PnG) operation to make efficient use of 
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kinetic energy when cruising), which have been proven to be fuel-efficient by model-based methods in 
the literature. The HDQPG algorithm could also deal with unusual driving conditions like abrupt 
deceleration of the front vehicle by changing lanes at proper times. Compared with the baseline control 
method, under both coordinated and non-coordinated signal settings, the fuel performance could be 
improved 27%-35% and 14%-46%, respectively. 

There are several limitations of the proposed HDQPG model, which merits further investigations. First, 
we only test the proposed model and algorithm on a traffic corridor in simulation, which needs to be 
further tested using more case studies and ideally on real-world traffic corridors or test beds. In order to 
implement the proposed algorithm in real-world, a lower level regulator might be needed to smooth the 
acceleration profile generated by the RL controller and generate the final commands to the actuators 
(e.g., throttle angle of the engine and angles of the braking/acceleration pedal). Second, we only use the 
data from five surrounding vehicles of the ego-vehicle to design the RL algorithms. Using data of more 
vehicles to design more efficient and robust Eco-Driving algorithms is an interesting future research 
direction once the V2V and V2X techniques become more widely deployed. Third, we did not consider 
the routing problem in this paper since the focus is on signalized corridors. Designing RL-based 
algorithms for a transportation network in which the ego vehicle can learn and find the best routes to 
follow and then the best lanes for left-turn/right-turn/go-straight when approaching an intersection is 
an interesting and challenging topic.  Fourth, the fuel consumption model in SUMO is based on the 3rd 
degree polynomials over speed and acceleration. Although this polynomial function was fit to detailed 
engine models based on the data of Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA), it still may 
not be very accurate, especially when the lateral operations are considered. Integrating a more accurate 
fuel consumption model as well as a more accurate vehicle dynamics model is needed in future 
research.  
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Section 3: Vehicle in the Loop (VIL) Simulation 

Subsection 3.1 Introduction 

Today, purely real-world experiments and purely virtual simulation are still the major ways of 
conducting automotive and transportation related testing (46). However, testing in real-world is usually 
done along with high-budget and time-costly pre-processes to build the testing environment (46, 48). 
Moreover, testing in purely virtual simulation-based forms may not reflect the real-world conditions (49). 
Vehicle in the Loop (VIL) simulation may help address these issues. The concept of VIL combines the 
advantages of testing in the real world and the flexibility of applying virtual simulation (46). Specifically, 
VIL provides a platform for testing new vehicle and traffic control algorithms in a virtual environment 
with just the key hardware components (i.e., vehicle(s) in this case). By adopting the concept of VIL, 
environmental conditions can be easily changed. The pre-process of building the testing environment is 
no longer time consuming, and it can therefore significantly reduce the costs. 

 

Figure 11: Structure for the VIL platform simulation 

Figure 11 shows the basic structure of the VIL simulation. The VIL consists of four main elements: control 

center, microscopic traffic simulation entity, vehicle simulation and visualization entity, and the real-
world hardware (i.e., vehicle) entity.  

● The control center plays two important roles in the VIL. First, it manages the communications 
between the microscopic traffic simulation, vehicle simulation and visualization, and the real-
world vehicle. Second, it collects data from the other three entities and generates the control 
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commands (e.g., traffic signal phases, vehicle acceleration, etc.) by applying the control 
algorithms that need to be tested.  

● The microscopic traffic simulation entity simulates the traffic flows and the traffic signals. From 
the perspective of a controlled vehicle, the microscopic traffic simulation entity can capture the 
high-level information of its surrounding vehicles (e.g., relative position, speed, and 
acceleration), the status of signals (e.g., phases and timings) and the trip information (e.g., path 
travel times), which can be sent to the control center and be used by the tested control 
algorithms. 

● The vehicle simulation and visualization entity simulates the vehicle-level dynamics, which can 
provide richer information than the microscopic traffic simulation entity. For example, the 
microscopic traffic simulation software (e.g., SUMO) usually do not provide image data of the 
onboard cameras, but vehicle simulation software (e.g., Unity) can. In addition, the detailed 
simulation makes it possible to better visualize the simulated vehicle. 

● The real-world hardware (i.e., vehicle) entity is the controlled subject. It receives commands 
from the control center and implement them in real-world. Meanwhile, it sends its status 
information to the control center, which will be used by the tested control algorithms as well as 
mapped to the microscopic traffic simulation and the vehicle simulation and visualization entity.  

In the following of this Section 3, we show the development details of the VIL.  

Subsection 3.2 Methodology 

In this section, we first show the framework of VIL in detail. Then, we show how to build each 
module. Finally, we present an example of the VIL. 

3.2.1 VIL framework 

Figure 12 shows the detailed flowchart of the VIL. The control center manages the communications 
between the microscopic traffic simulation, vehicle simulation and visualization, and the real-world 
vehicle. The traffic signal information, network traffic information (e.g., path travel times), and the high-
level vehicle information (e.g., position/speed/acceleration of surrounding vehicles) are collected from 
the microscopic traffic simulation entity. The detailed vehicle information (e.g., engine status, torque 
force, frictions against ground floor, tires status) and sensor data (e.g., onboard cameras) are collected 
from the vehicle simulation and visualization entity. These data can be used by two kinds of control 
algorithms integrated in the control center: the signal control algorithms and the vehicle control 
algorithms. The tested signal control algorithms generate the optimal signal phases/timings in real-time 
or for a forward time horizon, which are sent to the microscopic traffic simulation entity and 
implemented. The tested vehicle control algorithms generate the corresponding actions (e.g., 
acceleration, lane-changing decision), which are sent to the real-world vehicle. The real-world vehicle 
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implements those actions and transit to next status. Such status is then collected by the control center 
and be sent to microscopic traffic simulation and vehicle simulation and visualization entities to reflect 
the actual status of the controlled vehicle in those simulations. Meanwhile, the visualization function of 
the vehicle simulation and visualization entity can display all the information including the real vehicle 
details, real vehicle actions, and the microscopic traffic simulation results. After finishing all the 
visualization at the current time step, the vehicle simulation and visualization entity will send a ready 
message to the control center. This triggers the next iteration of the VIL simulation.  

 

Figure 12: Detailed Flowchart of the VIL Simulation  

In this study, we use i) Unity 3D (50) as the vehicle simulation and visualization module; ii) SUMO as the 
microscopic traffic simulation module; and iii) a fully autonomous scaling-down race car, the Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) DeepRacer (51), as the model of the real-world vehicle. Figure 13 shows SUMO, Unity 
3D, and AWS DeepRacer used in our design. Unity is a powerful game engine that can be used to 
develop 2D and/or 3D dynamic environments (e.g., video games and vehicles) interacting with other 
platforms. SUMO is an open-source microscopic traffic simulator used to simulate, analyze, and evaluate 
traffic systems. In addition, it provides an interface library, i.e., Traffic Control Interface (TraCI), allowing 
users to interact with SUMO in real time with programming languages (i.e., Python, C++, etc.). AWS 
DeepRacer is a 1/18th-scale fully autonomous race car controlled by the AWS DeepRacer web panel.  
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Figure 13a: SUMO Simulation Environment 

  

Figure 13b: Unity 3D Game Engine 

 

Figure 13c: AWS DeepRacer 

Figure 13: Tools Used in VIL Simulation Experiment 

3.2.2 Assumptions 

Developing the entire VIL shown in Figure 12 under different traffic scenarios is difficult. To reduce the 
complexity and meanwhile maintain the key features of VIL, we make several simplifications and 
assumptions: 

● The vehicle simulation and visualization module (i.e., Unity 3D) is only used for visualization. 
Nevertheless, it can be extended to simulate the detailed vehicle dynamics. 

● Passenger vehicles are the only type of vehicles considered in the VIL platform. Three types of 
passenger vehicles are considered: human-driven vehicles, CAVs, and CAVs under control. The 
network information only focuses on the type of road. Other information (e.g., path travel 
times) of the microscopic traffic simulation module (i.e., SUMO) is out of the interest. 

● There are only two types of “road systems”: straight roads with three lanes and signalized 
intersections with four legs, twelve movements, and three lanes. Under this simplification, we 
designed a modular method to efficiently generate road systems in Unity. We build to modules 
(i.e., an extremely long straight road module and an intersection module) and store them in the 
Unity library. When we try to visualize the interested target vehicle, we will first check (in 
SUMO) which road system the target vehicle locates at and how long it is from the current 
position to the next road system. Then, if the target vehicle is far away from next road system, 
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e.g., the target vehicle drives along a straight road and there is a long way to arrive next 
intersection, we will keep using the current road system (i.e., straight road module) in Unity. If 
the target vehicle is approaching a next different road system and the distance is less than a 
threshold, e.g., the target vehicle drives along a straight road and it is approaching an 
intersection, we will connect the next road system to the current road system in the threshold 
distance. In this way, we can flexibly deal with different road lengths instead of manually 
building every straight road model. 

Based on above assumptions, the simplified VIL flowchart is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: Detailed Flowchart of the Simplified VIL Simulation  

In the following of Section 3.2, we show the development of the four key components: the control 

center, the microscopic traffic simulation module (i.e., SUMO), the vehicle simulation and visualization 
module (i.e., Unity 3D), the real-world vehicle (i.e., AWS DeepRacer). 

3.2.3 Control Center 

The major steps in the control center are shown in Figure 15. First, it starts with launching the control 
center at the specific IP and port. If the launching is successful, the control center starts to listen for the 
other three clients, SUMO, Unity, and DeepRacer, to join the IP and port. If the other three clients 
successfully join the IP and port, the control center checks the step number in SUMO. If the step number 
in SUMO is the initial step, the control center will request the initial traffic information from SUMO (by 
getBeginSUMO). Otherwise, the control center will first check whether Unity is ready to take another 
message (by getResponseFmUnity). If Unity is still working on the last message, the control center will 
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wait until the Unity work is done. Then, the control center will request the current traffic information 
from SUMO (by getNextSUMO). Then, the vehicle control algorithm and signal control algorithm in the 
control center will generate the actions for the DeepRacer and the signals in SUMO using the collected 
data. The actions generated by the vehicle control algorithm will be sent to the DeepRacer (by 
msgToDeepRacer). The DeepRacer conducts the action and sends its updated status to SUMO (by 
msgToSUMO). After receiving the new information from DeepRacer, SUMO will move one step forward. 
Meanwhile, this process is also visualized by Unity. The control center then starts a new loop.  

The details of functions checkStepSUMO, getBeginSUMO, getResponseFmUnity, and getNextSUMO are 
listed in Appendix A. It is noted that all the communications between the three parts are based on 
Python3.8 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet Protocol (IP), i.e., the TCP/IP protocol. 
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Figure 15: Detailed Flowchart of Control Center 

3.2.4 The microscopic traffic simulation module: SUMO 

Since the control center requires different types of information from SUMO, several classes are designed 
in SUMO to handle the details of these requests. They are class vehicle, class network, and class signal:  

● vehicle: stores the information of route, road, vehicle length, vehicle width, vehicle position, 
speed, heading, whether it is using brake pedal 
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● network: stores the information of edges, end nodes of each edge, node type, and lane number 

● signal: stores signal phase information piece, including red light, yellow light, and green light 

When the control center calls the function getBeginSUMO or getNextSUMO, SUMO will check the type 
of the current road system and the incoming road system for the target vehicle, which, as discussed in 
Section 3.2.2, is used to help generate the visualization environment in Unity by the modular method. 
To check the road system type in SUMO, we first collect the information of the road system where the 
target vehicle locates at. If the target vehicle is on a straight road, we will check the end node of that 
road to see if there is a “traffic_light” in that node. If the target vehicle is on an intersection, we will 
retrieve the route of the target vehicle and get the next straight road that the target vehicle will go. 
These information are then sent to the control center to help generate the visualization environment in 
Unity by the modular method. 

3.2.5 The vehicle visualization module: Unity 

The major steps in Unity can be seen in Figure 16, which begin with launching Unity and then try to let 
Unity join the same IP and port of the control center. Once the Unity is successfully launched, it will send 
a response to indicate it is ready to take the next message from SUMO. After sending the ready 
response, Unity starts to receive the message. Before working on the received message, Unity will check 
whether the received message is a new message. If the message is the same as the last message, Unity 
will ignore it and get ready to receive the next new message. If the received message is the new one, 
Unity will start visualizing the information of that message.  

To visualize the message, as shown in Figure 16, Unity splits the received text into three parts: network, 
traffic light, and vehicle. The message is processed by using the function CookNetwork, CookTrafficLight, 
and CookVehicle. The network processor CookNetwork in Unity is responsible for duplicating either the 
intersection module or the straight module to the corresponding location in the SUMO simulation. 
Which module shall be duplicated is based on the type of road system. The pre-built road systems (i.e., 
straight road and intersection) are shown in Figure 17. For the straight road system, using a three-lane 
road as an example, we apply white dashed lines to separate the lanes and the double yellow line to 
divide the two directions. Once the number of displaying road systems is more than a threshold number, 
Unity will remove the very first road system to retain its computing and memory capacity. In the traffic 
light processor CookTrafficLight, the traffic signal sets are sorted into a clockwise order from the 
northern side. The sorting is based on each of the traffic signals’ location. As an example, there are 
twelve signals in total if the road system has three lanes at each leg, three signals is a set which has one 
location information, and the traffic light processor will sort them into a clockwise order shown Figure 
18. Next, Unity will assign each signal phase set to the corresponding traffic light set. As for the vehicle 
processor CookVehicle, it splits the vehicle message into existing vehicle information, left vehicle 
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information, and the newly arrived vehicle information. This processor accordingly removes the left 
vehicles, creates the arrived vehicles, and moves the existing vehicles to the latest locations with their 
respective heading angles. Finally, a camera is set to track the target vehicle. The camera keeps a 
distance of one and a half vehicle-length away from the target vehicle with a distance of one and a half 
vehicle-height above ground. In addition, the camera is rotated 10 degrees downward from the 
horizontal line, and it keeps its view toward the tracked vehicle while displaying. The processes of the 
functions CookNetwork, CookTrafficLight, and CookVehicle are also listed in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 16: Detailed Flowchart of Unity 
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Figure 17a) Intersection module  

 

Figure 17b) Straight module

Figure 17: Pre-built Modules in Unity 

 

Figure 18: Traffic Signal Sets Sorting 

3.2.6 DeepRacer 

DeepRacer is controlled by the panel shown in Figure 19 in the Amazon DeepRacer console website. The 
control steps are shown in Figure 20. After joining the same IP and port in the control center, it tries to 
log into the Amazon DeepRacer console web using the pre-assigned DeepRacer account and password. 
Then, the action message is received by the function recvMsg and is processed by the function 
controlDR. In the function controlDR, the received speed will be normalized to the range -1.0 to 

1.0. Similarly, the heading angle will be normalized to the same range. According to the calibration of 
our DeepRacer, the real speed range falls in 0.0 to 2.1 m/s, and the heading angle range falls in -21 to 22 
degrees from the vertical line. The function will send the speed and heading angle commands to the 
panel to control the DeepRacer. The processes of the functions recvMsg, controlDR, and sendMsg 
can be seen in Appendix A. 
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Figure 19: DeepRacer Control Panel 

 

 

Figure 20: Detailed Steps in DeepRacer 
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Subsection 3.3: VIL Experiment 

3.3.1 Experiment settings 

We designed a five-intersection corridor, which is also used in the Eco-Driving algorithm in Section 2, to 
test the VIL platform. The network is shown in Figure 21. Every road segment has three lanes for each 
direction. The length of the horizontal straight road from West to East is, respectively, 200.0, 300.0, 
100.0, 200.0, 400.0, and 200.0 meters. The North-South road segments have the same length of 50.0 
meters. Vehicles traveling on the East-West horizontal roads are only allowed to go straight at the 
intersections (i.e., no left turns or right turns are allowed). The same restrictions also apply to 
southbound vehicles on the North-South vertical roads. On the other hand, the northbound vehicles on 
the North-South vertical roads are allowed to go straight or turn right (no left turns). Vehicles are also 
allowed to take a U-turn by the end of any road segment in this network.  

3.3.2 Results and Discussion 

Figure 21 (b) shows the connection between SUMO, Unity 3D, and DeepRacer. With the camera 
following setting in Unity 3D, it can be easily observed that the traffic system changes in real-time. More 
than one perspective in this simulation can be observed by setting up multiple camera angles in Unity 
3D. 

 

Figure 21a: 3rd network environment in SUMO 
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Figure 21b: VIL simulation by applying 3rd network environment 

Figure 21: Real-time Simulation and Visualization Results of the 3rd Network Environment 

The advantages of the VIL environment (i.e., the integration of SUMO, Unity 3D, and DeepRacer in this 
project), can be summarized as: (1) it easy to observe the same scenario from multiple perspectives by 
putting multiple cameras in the visualization module (i.e., Unity), and (2) the visualization module (e.g., 
the Unity 3D) may have the ability to help detect infeasible vehicle motions that might not be easily 
discovered (and thus accepted) in traffic simulation. For example, a vehicle cannot move from position X 
to Y in a short period of time if the distance between X and Y is large enough. In SUMO, however, this 
unrealistic movement may be simulated by using the function moveToXY. The physical environment in 
Unity 3D needs to be set up before conducting the simulation, and as a result, this unrealistic movement 
can be easily caught in Unity and will be displayed as an error in the visualization system.  

Although the framework of the VIL platform has been successfully developed, the implementation of the 
VIL remains an open field. For examples, due to the space limitation, we did not build the real testing 
field (i.e., the five-intersection corridor) in real-world. Instead, the target vehicle is “running in the air”. 
We did not build the detailed vehicle model in Unity, due to which the Unity is only used for 
visualization. In fact, Unity can simulate microscopic vehicle dynamics such as engines, transmission 
system and tire dynamics, which can make the platform more practical. In addition, the onboard sensor 
data like image from camera can help design better vehicle and traffic control algorithms. These topics 
are left for future improvement of the VIL platform and further studies of the vehicle/traffic control 
algorithms. 

 

Section 4: Integrative Vehicle-Signal Control with VIL Simulation 

In this Chapter, we test a vehicle-signal control algorithm that integrates a vehicle control algorithm and 
a signal control algorithm. The vehicle control algorithm is the Eco-driving algorithm presented in 
Section 2. The signal control algorithm is described in Section 4.1. In the following of this section, we 
first introduce the signal control algorithm, and show the experiment results of this integrated vehicle-
signal control method. Note that in this section we do not include DeepRacer, only SUMO (for traffic 
simulation) and Unity (for visualization) are used. 
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Subsection 4.1 The dynamic signal control algorithm 

According to the HCM2000 (Highway Capacity Manual 2000), the fixed-time signal control method is 
computed based on the hourly maximum traffic volume throughout a day to satisfy the peak-hour 
situation. For each signal phase, the green time duration is designed to accommodate the maximum 
traffic volume. Both the phase plan and green duration are fixed in a fixed-time signal control, which 
may cause excessive waiting time when the traffic flow varies dramatically within an entire day. 

The alternative control option is actuated signal control, which determines the phases and green time 
duration based on the actual traffic volumes from all incoming approaches of an intersection. In the 
actuated signal, three essential parameters are needed for designing the green duration: the minimum 
green interval, the maximum green interval, and the extended interval. Sensors, such as loop detectors, 
are also needed to detect traffic volume information in real-time. Under this control strategy, each 
signal phase has a minimum green interval and accumulated extended interval (i.e., when detectors 
detect a coming vehicle, the green time duration will increase by a unit of the passage time) and 
terminates when the duration exceeds the maximum green interval. The traffic delay issue can be 
mitigated to certain extent using this control method. It is nevertheless detector-sensitive, which means 
that the performance of the signal control depends heavily on the availability and quality of detector 
data. 

In this research, a dynamic signal control algorithm is proposed to address both traffic volume 
fluctuation and detector-dependency problems. Using the trajectory data of limited CAVs, the dynamic 
signal control method can provide the HCM2000-based signal timing plan every 15 minutes, which can 
be then updated based on the most recent traffic information from CAVs. The overall process of 
operating dynamic signal control consists of four steps in each period (every 15 minutes): penetration 
estimation, traffic volume estimation, signal phase determination, and signal phase duration calculation. 
Assuming that the fluctuation of traffic volumes between adjacent time periods is relatively small in the 
real-world scenario, the dynamic signal control applies the estimated traffic volume in the current time 
period to calculate the signal phase plan for the next time period. 

4.1.1 Penetration rate estimation 

The first step of the dynamic signal control algorithm is to estimate the penetration rate of the limited 
CAVs under the mixed traffic stream of human driving vehicles and CAVs. The single-source data 
penetration rate(52) (SSDPR) estimation method is adopted in this step, which is a non-parametric and 
unbiased method for estimating penetration rate solely based on CAV data. SSDR is also applicable to 
overflow or oversaturated conditions. Using SSDR, the penetration rate of each lane is computed based 
on the CVs data collected via SUMO and is used as an input to the traffic volume estimation step. 
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4.1.2 Traffic volume estimation 

The traffic volume of each incoming approach is computed as the volume of the CAVs of a certain 
approach divided by the average penetration rate of the corresponding approach. Since the given CAVs 
are generated randomly, the traffic volume may fluctuate over time. Thus, the estimated traffic volume 
may differ from the true value especially when the penetration of CAVs is low (i.e., less than 30%). To 
this end, the Kalman filter (i.e., linear quadratic estimation) is applied to smooth the estimated result so 
as to minimize the difference between the estimated result and the true value. The Kalman filter 
covariance is set as 1 in the testing to optimize the estimation process. 

4.1.3 Signal phase plan determination 

The signal phase plan will be chosen among three main signal phase plans: the basic phase plan (i.e., 
left-turn phase and straight/right turn phase in North/South and West/East direction), the lead/lag 
phase plan, and the overlapping phase plan. These three phase plans are shown in Figure 22 – Figure 24.  

 

Figure 22: The Basic Phase Plan 

 

Figure 23: Lead/lag Phase Plan  
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Figure 24: Overlapping Phase Plan 

Different phase plans are suitable for different traffic flow patterns. Phase plan options provided in this 
dynamic algorithm cover most of the possible traffic flow patterns in urban signalized intersections: 
symmetrical traffic flow on each incoming approach, and relatively large traffic flow on the main street 
and low volume on the minor street.  

4.1.4 Signal phase plan selection and phase duration calculation 

With the estimated traffic volume computed in step 2 above, the cycle length and green time of each 
plan are calculated for each of the three phase plans discussed above using the method in HCM2000. In 
particular, the green duration of each phase is computed in terms of the ratio of its corresponding v/s 
(i.e., volume/saturation flow rate) ratio. Next, the average delay of each phase plan is calculated by the 
HCM2000 proposed methods and the optimal phase plan is selected as the one with the minimum 
average delay. The dynamic signal control addresses the detector-dependency problem by estimating 
the traffic volume solely using the CVs data and can better adapts the fluctuations of traffic volumes in 
real-time by providing the optimal signal timing plan every 15 minutes. 

Subsection 4.2 Testing Results and Discussions 

We test the integrated vehicle-signal control method with the same corridor used in Section 2 and 
Section 3. Since the Eco-Driving algorithm is designed for a single vehicle, at a specific time instant, only 
one CAV in the network is allowed to be controlled. To do this, we randomly pick one of the CAVs that 
just enter the corridor as the controlled vehicle, and only control this vehicle by the Eco-Driving 
algorithm until it exits the corridor. Once the controlled vehicle exits the corridor, we then randomly 
pick one of the newly arrived CAVs as the next controlled vehicle. In this way, the Markov property is not 
violated and the Eco-Driving algorithm can be applied. Meanwhile, the dynamic HCM signal control 
algorithm collects the data of all CAVs to calculate the signal timing/phases every 15 minutes. Different 
CAV penetrations, i.e., 5%, 10%, 30%, 60%, and 100%, were tested. The volume of the main corridor 
road is set in a periodic pattern: during the first 2 hours, the volume increases linearly from 900 veh/h to 
1200 veh/h; in the next 2 hours, the volume decreases linearly from 1200 veh/h to 900 veh/h; during 
the next 4-hour period, same volumes patterns are used. 

We compare the performance of such an integrated vehicle-signal control method with SUMO default 
vehicle control model (as discussed in Section 2) and pre-timed signal plans. To design the pre-timed 
signal plans, we assume that the peak hour volumes of the corridor network are known and calculate 
the corresponding signal plans for each intersection by the HCM method. Such pre-timed signal plans 
are implemented during the entire simulation period. For each CAV penetration, we train the integrated 
vehicle-signal control algorithm for 10 hours and collect data of the following 2 hours to evaluate its 
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performance. We use the average fuel consumptions of controlled CAVs, average travel times of the 
controlled CAVs, and average delay of all vehicles (controlled CAVs, uncontrolled CAVs, and human-
driven vehicles) as the performance measurement, where the first two indexes measure the 
performance of the Eco-Driving algorithm, and the last index indicates the performance of the dynamic 
HCM signal control method. The SUMO-Unity connection is shown in Figure 25 and the experiment 
results are shown in Table 6. 

 

Figure 25: Vehicle-traffic control (Scenario I) in VIL Simulation 

 

Penetration 5% 10% 30% 60% 100% 

Width 
control 

Avg. fuel 
(g) 129.65 134.18 124.96 125.97 115.70 

Avg. time 
(s) 167.40 159.30 158.20 159.60 151.0 

Avg. delay 
(s) 22.59 22.73 22.67 23.03 23.14 

Baseline Avg. fuel 
(g) 133.38 
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Avg. time 
(s) 121.80 

Avg. delay 
(s) 44.17 

Table 6: Performance of the integrated vehicle-signal control algorithm and the baseline 

In Figure 25, the green vehicle (marked with a circle in SUMO) is the selected controlled CAV, the red 

vehicles are uncontrolled CAVs, and the yellow vehicles are human-driven vehicles. In this experiment, 
there is only one green vehicle in the entire corridor. Figure 25 shows that Unity can successfully 
connect with SUMO and depict the traffic conditions in SUMO with 3-D view.  

Table 6 shows the performances of the integrated vehicle-signal control algorithm and the baseline. The 
average delay of all vehicles is 44.17s for the baseline case and 22.59s to 23.14s for the integrated 
vehicle-signal control. This shows that the dynamic HCM signal control method can dramatically improve 
the corridor performance. The dynamic HCM method changes the signal plan dynamically based on 
current traffic volumes thus can better reflect the real-time traffic conditions.  

When the pre-timed signal plans are used and there is no Eco-Driving control, in average, connected 
vehicles (i.e. CAVs) consume 133.38g fuel and take 121.80 seconds to complete their trips to cross the 
entire corridor. Under the integrated vehicle-signal control, the travel times of the controlled vehicles 
are always greater than those of the baseline under every penetration scenario. This is due to the fact 
that, as discussed in Section 2, the Eco-Driving algorithm tends to decelerate the vehicle earlier if the 
algorithm predicts that controlled vehicle cannot pass the next intersection within current green phase. 
In addition, one stop at an intersection can lead to large increment of the travel time since the vehicle 
has to wait for an entire signal cycle to be able to move again. Under the dynamic HCM signal control, 
the signal plans change every 15 minutes, which makes it hard for the Eco-Driving algorithm to precisely 
predict whether or not the controlled vehicle can pass the next intersection in current green phase. 
Once such prediction is not accurate, the travel time could be largely increased.  

The average fuel consumption of the controlled vehicles varies among different CAV penetrations. Most 
cases (i.e., 5%, 30%, 60%, 100%) show a decrement while one case (i.e., 10%) shows an increment. This 
is due to the same reason discussed above. The original Eco-Driving algorithm (as shown in Section 2) is 
designed under pre-timed signal plan, which might become unstable under the dynamic HCM signal 
control method. Another observation is that the fuel improvements, even the largest case (i.e., 100% 
CAV penetration, fuel consumption reduces from 133.38g to 115.70g), is smaller than those observed 
from Section 2 (i.e., from 175.42g to 120.05g). In fact, the fuel consumption of the baseline case here is 
smaller than the one in Section 2. There are two reasons for this observation. First, we added to 
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“unusual” traffic conditions (i.e., the front vehicle suddenly decelerate, see Section 2.4.2) in the 
experiment of original Eco-Driving algorithm, which will increase the travel time as well as fuel 
consumption of the controlled vehicles. Second, the volume used in this section varies from 900 veh/h 
to 1200 veh/h and the results shown in Table 6 are the average performance. 

In summary, the integrated signal-vehicle control can improve the overall performance of the corridor 
by reducing the delays. However, those improvements are mainly contributed by the dynamic HCM 
signal control method. The travel time of the vehicles controlled by the Eco-Driving algorithm is even 
greater than the baseline case. Nevertheless, the Eco-Driving algorithm can reduce the fuel consumption 
of the controlled vehicles. It should be noted that the integration of the Eco-Driving algorithm and the 
dynamic HCM signal control remains to be improved. As discussed above, the dynamic HCM signal 
control might reduce the performance of the Eco-Driving algorithm. The main reason is that there is no 
real-time cooperation between those two control algorithms. This will be an interesting research 
direction in the future. In addition, we only control one vehicle in the corridor to ensure the Markov 
property of the Eco-Driving algorithm, which is not efficient enough to improve the fuel performance of 
all CAVs. We have tried the method of simply apply the Eco-Driving algorithm to multiple vehicles, and 
the results showed that the performance is much worse than the baseline. The main reason is that there 
is no communication among the controlled vehicles and the Markov property is violated for a specific 
controlled vehicle. Multi-agent RL method may solve this problem, which is another future research 
direction. 

 

Section 5: Conclusions 

Subsection 5.1: Summary of research activities and findings 

This project presented the investigation efforts and results related to vehicle/traffic control under 
limited penetration of low-level connected and autonomous vehicles (LCAVs). The investigation includes 
three major parts: i) the Eco-Driving algorithm for a single CAV with low-level automation; ii) the vehicle 
in the loop (VIL) simulation platform; and iii) the integrated vehicle/traffic control algorithm tested 
under the VIL. 

First, this project developed a hybrid deep Q-learning and policy gradient (HDQPG) based Eco-Driving 
algorithm for single CAV driving along signalized corridors with low-level automation. The information of 
surrounding vehicles and upcoming traffic signals were assumed to be collected by on-board sensors, 
V2V, and V2I techniques. A deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm was designed to learn the 
longitudinal operations and a deep Q-learning neural network was developed to make the lane-changing 
decisions. We designed specific states, actions, and reward functions for the longitudinal and lateral RL 
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models respectively and developed a “checking-feedback-learning” (CFL) framework to ensure driving 
safety and decision consistency by encouraging the RL algorithms to learn safe driving behaviors and 
consistent decisions. We tested the proposed HDQPG model on a three-lane five-intersection corridor 
with different traffic conditions. The results showed that HDQPG outperforms existing RL-based Eco-
Driving methods and could learn two basic fuel-saving strategies (i.e., decelerating earlier if the ego 
vehicle cannot pass the upcoming intersection in current green phase; and using pulse and glide (PnG) 
operation to make efficient use of kinetic energy when cruising), which have been proven to be fuel-
efficient by model-based methods in the literature. The HDQPG algorithm could also deal with unusual 
driving conditions like abrupt deceleration of the front vehicle by changing lanes at proper times. 
Compared with the baseline control method, under both coordinated and non-coordinated signal 
settings, the fuel performance could be improved 27%-35% and 14%-46%, respectively. 

Second, we developed a VIL platform to reduce the costs of testing algorithms in real-world. Four key 
components of VIL were developed. The control center was designed to manage the communications 
among different simulation/hardware entities as well as to collect data and run the tested algorithms to 
generate commands to different entities. The microscopic traffic simulation entity (SUMO in this 
project) was designed to simulate the traffic flows and signals, which could provide high-level 
information of vehicles (e.g., position, speed and acceleration), the status of signals, and network 
information (e.g., path travel times). The vehicle simulation/visualization entity (Unity in this project) 
simulated the vehicle-level dynamics and provided detailed vehicle information (e.g., engine torque, 
tires status) and onboard sensor data (e.g., camera data). The real-world hardware (an AWS DeepRacer 
car in this project) is deployed to receive and conduct the commands generated by the tested 
algorithms. The VIL platform was tested under two traffic environments. The results show that the 
platform can help test a real-world hardware. We were able to easily deploy a new traffic environment if 
the road modules have been included in the vehicle simulation/visualization simulation model, and the 
model also allows us to track a vehicle to observe the traffic system at a microscopic to sub-microscopic 
perspective. 

Third, we developed a dynamic HCM method to control the signals under the environment of LCAVs. 
The method would first estimate the CAV penetration and calculate the total traffic volume based on 
the estimated CAV penetration and the CAV volume. Then, given the volume data, the method would 
calculate the signal phases/timings based on the HCM method, which would be used for the next 
forward time horizon (e.g., 15 minutes). In addition, we combined this dynamic HCM method with the 
Eco-Driving algorithm mentioned above as a vehicle-traffic integrated control method, and tested it 
using the VIL platform. The results showed that the integrated method could reduce the fuel 
consumption of the controlled vehicle and reduce delays of all vehiclesof the corridor. However, the 
performance will decrease dramatically if we directly apply it for multiple vehicles.  
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Subsection 5.2: Future research directions 

There are several future research directions that can improve the current Eco-Driving algorithm, the VIL 
platform, and the integrated vehicle-traffic control method. For the Eco-Driving problem, we designed 
the HDQPG algorithm only for a single vehicle. Extending such algorithm to deal with multi-agent Eco-
Driving problem is an interesting topic. To do this, multi-agent RL structures especially the 
communication topology and the learning mechanism should be well designed. For the VIL platform, we 
have successfully developed the framework, while many extensions could be done based on the current 
framework. The first extension is that we can build a detailed vehicle model in Unity that considers the 
dynamics of engine, transmission system, tire, suspension system, etc. In this way, the simulation of a 
single vehicle could be more realistic. The second extension is to develop onboard sensor modules in 
Unity to simulate the sensors equipped on CAVs, e.g., camera, radar and lidar. These data can be used to 
test many other CAV related techniques like computer vision (CV) algorithms and Simultaneous 
localization and mapping (SLAM). The third extension is to develop different modules for different types 
of vehicles. In this project, we only used the passenger car module. Other types like bus, truck, and 
bicycle can also be developed based on specific requirements. Fourth, with the capability of simulating 
network-wide traffic, SUMO can provide network-level information like path travel times. This feature 
makes it possible to test network flow management algorithms like navigation and ride-hailing 
algorithms. The current VIL platform serves as the blueprint of various potential applications, which will 
be implemented in the future. Lastly, the integrated vehicle-traffic control method can be enhanced by 
adding coordinating between signal control and vehicle control directly, probably under the RL 
framework. This is expected to further improve the control performances. 
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Appendix A: Commands used in Figure 15, 16, and Figure 20 

• checkStepSUMO: 
o output: step number in the SUMO simulation 

• getBeginSUMO: 
o output: 
 current road system: the current road system the controlled vehicle is on 
 current signal phase: if the current road system is an intersection, then 

return the current signal phase 
 information of all vehicles on the current road system: location, speed and 

heading angle of each vehicle 

• getResponseFmUnity: 
o output: if the Unity is ready, then return “sumo”; otherwise return “cook” 

• getNextSUMO:  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s38311-017-0082-4
https://doi.org/10.1007/s38311-017-0082-4
https://digitalcommons.wpi.edu/iqp-all/3207
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o output: 
 current road system: the current road system the controlled vehicle is on 
 incoming road system: the next road system the controlled vehicle will be 

on 
 information of all vehicles on the current road system: location, speed and 

heading angle of each vehicle 
 current or next signal phase: 

• if the next road system is an intersection and is close enough to the 
controlled vehicle, then return the next signal phase; otherwise use the 
current traffic signal phase if the current road system is an intersection 

• if the current road system is an intersection, then return the current 
signal phase 

• CookNetwork:  
o check road type 

 if straight 

• check whether it is in a new direction 
o if yes: generate a new straight road 
o if no: do nothing 

 if intersection: generate a new intersection 

• CookTrafficLight:  
o sort the locations of twelve traffic light movements 
o put the phases to the movements one by one by their locations clockwisely 

• CookVehicle:  
o if existing: change the position and heading angle of the vehicle 
o if newly-arrived: create a new vehicle based on its vehicle category 

• recvMsg: 
o receive driving actions (i.e., speed and steering) from control center 

• controlDR: 
o send the driving commands to AWS DeepRacer control panel to change the speed and 

heading angle of the DeepRacer 

• sendMsg: 
o send driving actions (i.e., speed and steering) to SUMO  
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